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THE ATHONITE MONASTERy OF KASTAMONITOU  
AND THE DOCUMENTARy HERITAGE  
OF THE GRAND ČELNIK RADIČ
CyRIL PAVLIKIANOV
A b s t r a c t . – The paper discusses the critical edition and commentary of preserved 
documents relating to the ktetor activities of the grand čelnik Radič on Mount 
Athos and the endowments he gifted to the Athonite brotherhoods. The main part 
of the paper contains four Serbian charters from the archives of the Konstamonitou 
monastery; two of them issued by the grand čelnik Radič, and the other two 
issued by despot Đurađ Branković. Radič’s charter to the monasteries St. Paul 
and Vatopedi and despot Đurađ’s confirmation of the latter are also published. In 
addition to the Athonite charters to the Vraćevšnica monastery, which was preserved 
as a fresco inscription in a 1737 copy in the narthex of the Church of St. George. 
The preparation of these documents for publication is based on the photographs 
made by the author during his research visits to Mount Athos. The exception is the 
charter to the Vraćevšnica monastery, whose text has been reproduced from Milan 
Đ. Milićević’s edition of 1867.
We owe a debt of gratitude to the hegoumenos of Kastamonitou, father Agathon, 
as well as to the librarian, father Charalampos, who gave us access to the archives 
of their monastery, provided us with the best possible conditions for working, 
and permitted us to photograph the Slavic documents. Without their blessing and 
benevolent support our research would have never been completed. Our transcription 
of the mediaeval Slavic texts is based on the principle that in diplomatic editions the 
Slavic abbreviations must be reproduced as they have in the prototype, without being 
interpreted or restored.
The mediaeval Slavic documents of Kastamonitou are only four and date from the 
period 1429–1433. Two of them were promulgated by the Serbian ruler, George 
Branković (1427–1456), and two were issued by his military commander, the 
grand čelnik Radič. These documents are:
1. Act of the Lord of the Serbs, George Branković, corroborating the property 
which the grand čelnik Radič had been granted by his predecessor, the Serbian 
despot Stephen Lazarević, and by the Hungarian king, Sigismund of Luxemburg 
(September 1, 1428 – mid-1429).
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2. Act of the despot George Branković, confirms a chrysobull which the čelnik 
Radič had received from his predecessor, the despot Stephen Lazarević (September 
1, 1429 – August 31, 1430).
3. Act of the čelnik Radič granting to Kastamonitou a yearly subsidy of 20 litrai of 
silver (September 1, 1430 – August 31, 1431). With this document Radič officially 
becomes a new founder (ktitor) of Kastamonitou.
4. Act of the čelnik Radič sanctioning his own rights as a new founder (ktitor) of 
Kastamonitou (May 22, 1433).
There are four more mediaeval Slavic acts of the period 1429–1433 elucidating the 
activity of the grand čelnik Radič on Mount Athos. Three of them are kept in the archives 
of the Athonite monasteries of Vatopedi and St. Paul, and one is preserved as a mural 
painting in the church of St. George at the monastery of Vraćevšnica in central Serbia:
5. Act of donation of the čelnik Radič granting to the monastery of Vatopedi the 
village of Belo Polje near the Morava River in central Serbia (March 28, 1432). 
6. Act of the despot George Branković, confirming the donation of the village of 
Belo Polje in Central Serbia which the čelnik Radič had bequeathed to Vatopedi 
(after March 28, 1432).
7. Act of the despot George Branković, confirming the donation of the village of 
Gornja Peščanica near Braničevo which the čelnik Radič had bequeated to the 
Athonite monastery of St. Paul (after 1429).
8. Act of donation issued by the čelnik Radič for the monastery of St. George 
which he had built in the village of Vraćevšnica near Rudnik in central Serbia 
(September 1, 1430 – August 31, 1431).
The Serbian charters of Kastamonitou were first published by Ljubomir Stojanović 
in 1890. His edition is already obsolete and was based on photographs kept in 
the collection of the Russian nobleman Petr Ivanovič Sevast’janov. Stojanović 
had never seen the originals but only their photographs, which in the 1880s were 
already kept in the Archives of the Russian Imperial Academy1. In 1939 the four 
Serbian documents of Kastamonitou were photographed by Vladimir Mošin. 
His photographs are presently kept in Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts at 
Belgrade (Архив Српске академије наука и уметности, Историјска збирка, 
no. 8885/1–4). However, according to Đorđe Bubalo, their quality is poor and 
reading them is next to impossible2. All the mediaeval archives of Kastamonitou, 
both Greek and Slavic, were photographed in the 1960s on behalf of the Centre 
for Byzantine Research (today Institute for Historical Research) of the National 
Hellenic Research Foundation at Athens. Using these photographs in 1970 Nikos 
Oikonomides published a catalogue of Kastamonitou Greek archives in which he 
described 18 separate acts and 4 compilations of copies dating from the period 
1047–16863. His full edition of the monastery’s mediaeval Greek archives, 
1 Љ. Стојановић, Стари српски хрисовуљи, 
акти, биографије, летописи, типици, помени­
ци, записи и др., Споменик Српске краљевске 
академије 3, Belgrade 1890, 3–5 (nos. 2, 3 and 4) 
and 34–36 (no. 6).
2 Ђ. Бубало, Прилози српској дипломатици. 
Потпис деспота Ђурђа Бранковића на повељи 
челнику Радичу у архиву манастира Кастамо­
нит, Хиландарски зборник 12 (Belgrade 2008), 
76.
3 Ν. Οἰκονομίδης, Ἱερὰ Μονὴ Κωνσταμονίτου. 
Κατάλογος τοῦ ἀρχείου (1047–1686), Σύμμεικτα 
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which comprised 8 authentic and 5 falsified charters of the period 1047–1513, 
was published in 1978 in the French series Archives de l’Athos4.
Our photographs of Kastamonitou mediaeval Slavic documents were taken in 
August 2013, while those of the charters kept in Vatopedi and the monastery of St. 
Paul were taken in 2002 (see pl. nos 1–23).
The main events in the history of Kastamonitou have been analysed by N. 
Oikonomides5. The monastery is first mentioned in 1051 in an act concerning the 
minor monastic foundation of Kalligraphou: οὐ δίκαιον ἔσται ἡμᾶς διαπληκτισμοὺς 
ἔχειν μετὰ τῶν γειτόνων ἡμῶν, τῆς μονῆς τοῦ Κασταμονίτου ἡγουμένου κυροῦ 
Nίφωνος, μεγάλως γὰρ ἀδικοῦσι ἡμᾶς εἰς τὰ δίκαια τοῦ ἡμετέρου ἀγροῦ τοῦ 
Καλλιγράφου6. After 1051 Kastamonitou disappears from the Athonite documents 
for about two centuries, until 1262, when it is mentioned in an act of the protos 
Arsenios relating, once again, to the monastery of Kalligraphou: προσεκλήθη καὶ 
ὁ τῆς τοῦ Κασταμονίτου μονῆς καθηγούμενος ἐλθεῖν μετὰ τοῦ Καλλιγράφου ὅπως 
ἐνώπιον τοῦ συλλόγου τῶν καθηγουμένων τὸ δίκαιον ἐκάστου φανήσεται7. After 
1262 Kastamonitou is already regularly referred to in the documents of the Athonite 
monasteries8.
An indication about some kind of Slavic presence in Kastamonitou is first attested 
in the mid-14th century. A note added to a Slavic manuscript containing works of 
St. John Chrysostomos, which is presently kept at Chilandar, states that the book 
was copied in 1344 in “the monastery of the holy martyr, Archdeacon and Apostle 
Stephen”9. There could be very little doubt that the unnamed monastery was that of 
Kastamonitou, because it had been dedicated to the Archdeacon Stephen ever since 
105110. The anonymous copyist follows an early Serbian orthographic pattern. 
This detail, together with the fact that the reproduction of the manuscript had been 
commissioned by Chilandar, indicates that the nameless copyist must have been 
either of Serbian descent or was educated in Serbia.
The next indication about Slavic presence in Kastamonitou derives from a Slavic 
Triodion kept in Vienna. It had been copied in 1360–1366 in the hermitage of St. 
Sabbas at Karyai. What is important in this case is that the copyist, Job of Chilandar, 
explicitly states in a marginal note that he had used a Slavic prototype which was 
kept at Kastamonitou: и писа се сии триодь оть изводь кастомонитьскыхь11. The 
plural of the adjective кастомонитьскыхь makes it clear that the Slavic books of 
Kastamonitou which Job used must have been at least two. It is, therefore, clear 
2 (1970), 416–436 and pl. 41–43. 
4 Archives de l’Athos IX,  Actes de Kastamonitou, 
ed. N. Oikonomidès, Paris 1978. 
5 Kastamonitou, 1–21. 
6 C. Pavlikianov, The Mediaeval Greek and 
Bulgarian Documents of the Athonite Monastery 
of Zographou, Sofia 2014, 114, no. 3, l. 3–4.
7 Archives de l’Athos XIII, Actes de Docheiariou, 
ed. N. Oikonomidès, Paris 1984, no. 7, l. 16–18.
8 Kastamonitou, 2–4.
9 Љ. Стојановић, Стари српски записи и 
натписи, І, Belgrade 1902, no. 78; Д. Богда-
новић, Каталог ћирилских рукописа мана­
стира Хиландара, Belgrade 1978, no. 385; Κ. 
Παυλικιάνωφ, Σλάβοι μοναχοὶ στὸ Ἅγιον Ὄρος 
ἀπὸ τὸν Ι’ ὣς τὸν ΙΖ’ αἰῶνα, Thessalonica 2002, 
49–50 and 217, no. 17; К. Павликянов, „Мо­
наси от славянско потекло в светогорската 
обител „Кастамонит” от ХІV до ХVІ век”, 
Българско средновековие: общество, власт, 
история (Studies in honour of Prof. Dr. Miljana 
Kajmakamova), Sofia 2013, 428–429.
10 Kastamonitou, 1–2; Pavlikianov, The Media-
eval Documents of Zographou, 110–116.
11 Љ. Стојановић, Стари српски записи и нат–
писи, ІІ, Belgrade 1903, no. 4231; Κ. Παυλικιάνωφ, 
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that from 1344 to 1366 there were Serbian copyist residing in Kastamonitou and 
they were connected with the Serbian monastery of Chilandar.
In November 1424 Kastamonitou was severely damaged by fire and it was the 
eminent Serbian military commander, the grand čelnik Radič, who embarked on 
restoring and renovating it six years later, in 1430–1431. In 1433, being already 
a widower, he retreated to Kastamonitou and adopted the monastic name Roman. 
Documents of the Ottoman court at Serrhai make it clear that he resided in 
Kastamonitou at least until 144012. His family kept on being connected with this 
monastery until 1459 when one of his sons, the monk Misail ibn Radič, supported 
Kastamonitou in a Turkish court of law13. The benefactions of Radič had evidently 
triggered a large-scale infiltration of Serbian monks in Kastamonitou, but we must 
underscore that Slavs are attested as legal representatives of this monastery even 
before the great fire of 1424 which made the intervention of Radič necessary. The 
first Slav hegoumenos of Kastamonitou appears in 1423, i.e. a year before the 
destruction of 1424. His signature appears in a document of the Athonite protos 
Malachias kept in the monastery of St. Paul: игмень чьстные и свещенние ѡбитѣли 
царскыѥ кастамонитски ѥрѡмонахь неѡфитъ14. Based on our Slavic document 
no. 3, it was Neophytos who visited Radič after the disaster of 1424 and requested 
him to help his monastery: ꙗа, челникь радичь пишѹ сїа, како прїиде к намь 
чьстныи въ свещенноинѡкохь игмен храма светаго апостола и прьвомчеинка и 
архїдїакѡна стефана, кѵрь неѡфить, вь ѡбитѣли светыѥ горы аѳѡна мѡнастира 
рекомаго кастамонить, и бесѣдова сь нами мольбнѣ, да бисмо ми были помѡщници 
на вьздвигнѹтїе и ѡбновлѥнїе (l. 2–5). In other words, the support which the 
čelnik Radič provided to Kastamonitou in 1429–1433 was not the cause but the 
result of the Slavic presence in this Athonite foundation. We know no details about 
how exactly this presence came into being, but the aforementioned connection of 
the copyists, who worked in Kastamonitou in the mid-14th century, with Chilandar 
indicates that the Slavs in Kastamonitou were, most probably, of Serbian origin. 
It also seems that from 1423 to 1449 the hegoumenoi of Kastamonitou were 
prevailingly Slavs, because in 1449 an abbot of Kastamonitou named Basil is 
known to have signed in Slavic a document kept in Vatopedi: свещеннїе ѡбитѣли 
светого пръвомченка и архидїакона христова стефана кастамонита игмен василїе 
монах15.
We know nothing about the Slavs in Kastamonitou during the period 1450–1490, but 
in about 1494–1496 a priest named Esaias signed in Slavic a letter of the Athonite 
authorities to the Ottoman governor (paşa) of Thessalonica: ѿ кастамнита попь 
исаіа16. Based on two unpublished Turkish documents of Kastamonitou, in 1491 
the same person was a representative of the monastery in a court at Thessalonica17. 
Σλάβοι μοναχοὶ στὸ Ἅγιον Ὄρος ἀπὸ τὸν Ι’ ὣς τὸν ΙΖ’ 
αἰῶνα, Thessalonica 2002, 50 and 227–228, no. 37.
12 Kastamonitou, 4–8 and notes 22–37; E. 
Zachariadou, The Worrisome Wealth of the Chelnik 
Radich, Studies in Ottoman History in Honour of 
Professor V. L. Ménage, Istanbul 1994, 383–397.
13 Kastamonitou, 7–8, note 37.
14 Κρ. Χρυσοχοΐδης, Ἱερὰ μονὴ Ἁγίου Παύλου. 
Κατάλογος τοῦ ἀρχείου, Σύμμεικτα 4 (1981), 
271 and 273, no. 20 and pl. 6. Cf. Kastamonitou, 
5 and 10, notes 24a–26; Παυλικιάνωφ, Σλάβοι 
μοναχοὶ στὸ Ἅγιον Ὄρος, 52; Павликянов, Мо­
наси от славянско потекло в светогорската 
обител „Кастамонит”, 431.
15 Παυλικιάνωφ, Σλάβοι μοναχοὶ στὸ Ἅγιον Ὄρος, 
53; Павликянов, Монаси от славянско потекло в 
светогорската обител „Кастамонит”, 432.
16 Dionysiou, no. 38, l. 14, 212, pl. 2. Cf. 
Kastamonitou, 8 and 10, notes 46–47.
17 Kastamonitou, 8, note 46.
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Esaias’s Slavic signature is too short and it is impossible to draw conclusions about 
his ethnic origin.
In 1496 an elder of Kastamonitou named Joseph signed an act of the Athonite protos 
Gregory kept in the archives of Docheiariou: ѡд кастамонїта старацъ їѡсифь18. In 
1493–1496 the same person signed in Greek two documents preserved in Dionysiou19. 
In 1504–1505 Joseph is attested in an act of the protos Moses: ѿ кастамонит іѡсифь 
старць20, and in 1507 he signed in Slavic two documents kept in the monasteries of 
Pantokrator and Vatopedi. In the last two cases his signature is exactly the same and 
reads: ѿ кастамонита старцъ іѡсиф21. Phonetically Joseph’s Slavic signature of 1496 is 
typically Serbian, for the word starac (elder) is pronounced and spelt in this way only in 
Serbian – in Bulgarian and Russian the correct spelling is starec. However, his signature 
of 1504–1505 seems to follow a Bulgarian grammatical pattern because the preposition 
отъ (from) is used with nominative. Modern Bulgarian features no cases at all, while 
in Serbian of all times no preposition can be used with nominative. Nevertheless, based 
on Joseph’s signature of 1496, it seems that he was of Serbian descent. 
In 1501 an elder of Kastamonitou named Job signed an act of the protos Leontios 
kept in the monastery of Pantokrator: старꙿцъ иѡвъ кастамонитски22. His signature 
offers no clues as to his mother tongue.
In 1503 a monk of Kastamonitou named Pachomios signed a document preserved 
in Dionysiou: пахѡмїе кастамонитски23. However, his signature is too neutral and 
offers no clues as to his ethnic identity.
On June 16, 1513, a hegoumenos of Kastamonitou whose name started with the 
syllables Theo- (ѳео.....) signed in Slavic a document kept in the monastery of 
Grigoriou24. No further details about this person are known.
After June 1513 a hegoumenos of Kastamonitou named Nestor signed a charter of 
the Athonite authorities which settled a difference between his own foundation and 
the neighbouring Bulgarian monastery of Zographou: азꙿ игѹмен кастамонитски 
нестѡр їерꙿмонах и вси старци и братїа светаго монастира25. In 1518 he corroborated 
in Greek an act demarcating the border between the monasteries of Rabdouchou 
and Kutlumus: ὁ προηγούμενος Κασταμονίτης Nίστωρ ἱερομόναχος26. His Slavic 
signature offers no clues as to his mother tongue.
In 1526 an elder of Kastamonitou named Misael signed a charter of the protos 
Gabriel referring to the border between the monasteries of Kutlumus and 
18 Docheiariou, no. 62, l. 29. Cf. Kastamonitou, 
9, note 48.
19 Dionysiou, nos. 36, l. 30 and 39, l. 30.
20 Παυλικιάνωφ, Σλάβοι μοναχοὶ στὸ Ἅγιον 
Ὄρος, 53-54; Павликянов, Монаси от славян­
ско потекло в светогорската обител „Кас­
тамонит”, 433–434.
21 Παυλικιάνωφ, Σλάβοι μοναχοὶ στὸ Ἅγιον 
Ὄρος, 54; Павликянов, Монаси от славянско 
потекло в светогорската обител „Кастамо­
нит”, 434.
22 Pantocrator, no. 29, l. 33 and pl. XL; Παυλικιάνωφ, 
Σλάβοι μοναχοὶ στὸ Ἅγιον Ὄρος, 54–55; Павликя-
нов, Монаси от славянско потекло в свето­
горската обител „Кастамонит”, 434.
23 Dionysiou, no. 42, l. 20; p. 213, pl. 2. Cf. also 
Kastamonitou, 9, note 49.
24 Βαρλαὰμ Ἀγγελάκος Γρηγοριάτης, Ἡ ἐν τῷ 
Ἁγίῳ Ὄρει Ἄθῳ ἱερὰ μονὴ τοῦ Ἁγίου Γρηγορίου, 
Thessalonica 1921, 48. See also Παυλικιάνωφ, 
Σλάβοι μοναχοὶ στὸ Ἅγιον Ὄρος, 55; Павликя-
нов, Монаси от славянско потекло в свето­
горската обител „Кастамонит”, 435.
25 Pavlikianov, The Mediaeval Documents of 
Zographou, 458, no. 61, l. 34–35. Cf. Kastamonitou, 
9, note 51–52, Dionysiou, 213, pl. 2.
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Xeropotamou: старьць мисаиль ѿ кастамонит27. Misael must have been Bulgarian 
because he uses the preposition отъ (from) with nominative.
In 1541 a monk of Kastamonitou named Dositheos signed a decision of the Athonite 
authorities concerning the abandoned monastery of Phakenou: досиѳеѡс маистор ѿ 
кастамонит(а)28. The ending of the word Kastamonit is abbreviated and we cannot be 
sure if it should be restored as a nominative (Kastamonit) or as a genitive (Kastamonita). 
For this reason the identification of Dositheos’s ethnic identity remains elusive.
Thus, the Slavic presence in Kastamonitou from 1340 to 1550 can be summarized 
in the following way: 
1. 1344. Anonymous Serbian copyist.
2. 1360–1366. Nameless Serbian monk(s).
3. 1423–1429. Neophytos, hegoumenos of Serbian origin.
4. 1433–1440. The grand čelnik Radič, Serb.
5. 1449. Basil, hegoumenos.
6. 1459. Misael, son of the čelnik Radič.
7. 1491–1496. Esaias, priest.
8. 1496–1507. Joseph, monk of Serbian origin. 
9. 1501. Job, monk.
10. 1503. Pachomios, monk.
11. June 1513. Hegoumenos named Theo[…..].
12. 1513–1518. Nestor, hegoumenos.
13. 1526. Misael, monk of Bulgarian origin.
14. 1541. Dositheos, monk.
Recapitulating the data, our most important conclusion is that the hegoumenos 
of Kastamonitou, Neophytos, who in 1429 invited the Serbian potentate Radič to 
restore and renovate his monastery, was certainly a Slav.
DIPLOMATIC EDITION OF THE FOUR ACTS OF THE ČELNIK RADIČ 
PRESERVED AT THE MONASTERy OF KASTAMONITOU
STRUCTURE OF THE ENTRy
Act no.
TITLE OF THE DOCUMENT
DaTE:
TypE OF THE aCT: Type of the act as specified in the text.
DEsCrIpTION: Remarks on the peculiarities and the variants of the document.
aNaLysIs: Summary of the document’s content.
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26 Kutlumus, no. 51, l. 43–44. Cf. Kastamonitou, 
9, note 52.
27 Kutlumus, no. 52, l. 23.
28 Ν. Οἰκονομίδης, Ἱερὰ Μονὴ Σταυρονικήτα. 
Κατάλογος τοῦ ἀρχείου (1533–1661), Σύμμεικτα 2 
(1970), 445, no. 9a and photograph 48. Cf. also Ἀ. 
Γιαννακόπουλος, Ἀρχεῖο τῆς Ἱ. Μ. Σταυρονικήτα. 
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sIgNaTUrEs:






prOsOpOgrapHy: Analysis of the prosopographical data mentioned in the document.
TOpOgrapHy: Analysis of the topographical data available in the text.
TExT: 
CRITICAL SIGNS
«абв» = deleted letters
<абв> = letters or phrases which must be ignored
{абв} = letters omitted by the scribe
[.....] = letters or text missing or not readable with proposals for reconstruction (the 
dots correspond to the approximate number of the lost letters)
[… 35–40 …] = missing text with approximate number of the lost letters
SlAvic chArter no. 1    
ACT OF THE LORD OF THE SERBS, GEORGE BRANKOVIĆ, 
CORROBORATING THE PROPERTy WHICH THE GRAND  
ČELNIK RADIČ HAD BEEN GRANTED By THE DESPOT  
STEPHEN LAZAREVIĆ AND By THE HUNGARIAN  
KING SIGISMUND OF LUXEMBURG
6937 (September 1, 1428 – mid-1429), indiction 7th
TypE OF THE aCT: записание и ѹтвръждение (l. 42: записаше се и ѹтврьдише се).
DEsCrIpTION: Two variants of the document are available.
VarIaNT 1 (see pl. nos. 1–3). Original written on parchment  with semi-uncial 
script and the normal for this type of script abbreviations. Dimensions 58 X 45 
cm. The ink is dark brown. Several initial letters are written with red ink which 
has faded significantly. The wax seal which was once attached beneath the text is 
presently missing, but the remains of the red cord (merinthos) which connected 
it with the document are clearly visible. A large piece of the lower margin, which 
evidently contained the despot’s signature, has been destroyed, but the main text 
of the charter is not damaged.
VarIaNT 2 (see pl. no. 21): 19th century copy written on a sheet of paper. Dimen-
sions 54 X 45.5 cm. The text is written on both sides of the sheet. The paper has 
been damaged by water and there are three perforations in its right upper section. 
aNaLysIs: Theological introduction (l. 1–10). After the death of the despot Stephen 
Lazarević it was George Branković who assumed power and became the ruler of 
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the Serbian state. He was then visited by his loyal military commander, the grand 
čelnik Radič, who requested him to corroborate as transferrable to his heirs all 
the properties which he had been given by his predecessor. Branković satisfied 
this request, emphasizing that nobody, including his own sons, was allowed to 
confiscate any property belonging to Radič, unless the latter mutinied against his 
lord (l. 11–22). The estates confirmed as belonging to Radič were the following: 1. 
The town of Kupinnyj together with the villages of Poraiska which were situated 
around it. This fief was ceded to Radič by the king Sigismund (l. 22–24). 2. In the 
vicinity of Braničevo: the villages of Topolovnik, Kuplinovo, Oklopci, Raonica, 
Peščanica, Kladorub, Tupšinci, Repesi, Kurjače, Dušnik, and another Peščanica. 
3. In the vicinity of Kučevo: the villages of Drugovci, Vlasi Radivoevci, Vlasi 
Košarna, and the abandoned villages (selišta) of Miladovići and Junošino. 4. In 
the district of Nekudim: the village of Haljae near Cerovac, and the villages of 
Grŭlštica and Sasi near Lepenica. 5. In the vicinity of Kruševac: the villages of 
Belo Polje, Buhmenti and Drenova. 6. In the district of Belasica: the villages of 
Trebinja and Bŭdčići. 7. In the district of Upper Morava: the villages of Obrovo, 
Leskova, Platovo, Jabučie, and three abandoned settlements – Kovači, Vražice and 
Leskovica. 8. In the district of Rudnik: the villages of Beluća, Prodanovci, Šumeli, 
Vlasi Voikovci, Upper and Lower Vraćevštica, Grahovac, Konjuša, Brezova, 
Kamenica, and a church at Vraćevštica which, based on a chrysobull, possessed 
five villages. 9. In the district of Mačva: a market place at Debrc, the income of 
the yearly festival of St. Panteleimon, the villages of Prhovo, Stadnici, Bošnjaci, 
Trstenica, Dobra Glava, Medoeva Reka, Ptičarie, Batar, Podlužie Vlkosalje, Tišica 
and Strelci, the abandoned villages of Konatice and Razloe, the village of Zagreb 
with the property that once belonged to Vlkoslav Vladilović, the villages of Utištcu 
(?) and three villages named Štira (l. 25–34). All these properties are corroborated 
as perpetually owned by the čelnik Radič. Final confirmative clauses (l. 35–44).
sIgNaTUrEs: The signature of George Branković is not preserved because the lower 
margin of the act is partially missing.
NOTEs ON THE rEar OF THE OrIgINaL:
1. Ὁ ἀρχιστράτηγος τζελνήκ.
2. Ὁ βοηβόνδα Ραδήτς φανερόνει αὐθέντην της Σερβείας Στέφανον, ἀφιερόνει 
εὑδομήντα χῶρας επίεισέ την Σερβία (corrected: ὁ βοεβόδας Ράδιτς φανερώνει 
αὐθέντην τῆς Σερβίας Στέφανον, ἀφιερώνει ἑβδομήντα χώρας, ἐποίησε τὴν 
Σερβίαν).
DaTINg: 6937, indiction 7th. The date is written on l. 43–44: въ лѣто ѕцлз, 
индиктїѡнь з. There is no discrepancy between the year and the number of the 
indiction29. George Branković issued the charter as „the Lord of the Serbs“, before 
he was awarded the title of despot in the mid-1429. 
MENTIONED DOCUMENT: Chrysobull (хрисовль, l. 30–31) describing five villages 
which were the property of a church situated at the village of Vraćevšnica.
BIBLIOgrapHy: С. Новаковић, Велики челник Радич или Облачић Раде 1413–
1435. Једна слика из традиционалне народне историје, Гласник Српског 
CyRIL PAVLIKIANOV
Ἐπιτομὲς ἐγγράφων, 1533–1800 (Ἀθωνικὰ Σύμ-
μεικτα 8), Athens 2001, 38–40, no. 4a and pl. 3.
29 See V. Grumel, Traité d’études byzantines. I. 
La chronologie, Paris 1958, 262–263.
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ученог друштва 50 (Belgrade 1881), 154–159 (reprinted in С. Новаковић, 
Историја и традиција. Изабрани радови, ed. S. Ćirković, Belgrade 1982 
(Српска књижевна задруга, series LXXV, vol. 496), 79–111, with a commentary 
of the editor S. Ćirković, Допуне и објашњења, 440–443); Г. шкриванић, 
Властелинство великог челника Радича Поступовића, Историјски часопис 
20 (Belgrade 1973), 125–138; В. Тошић, Велики челник Радич, Зборник 
Матице српске за историју 13 (Novi Sad 1976), 7–21; Archives de l’Athos IX, 
Actes de Kastamonitou, ed. N. Oikonomidès, Paris 1978, 4–8; E. Zachariadou, 
The Worrisome Wealth of the Chelnik Radich, Studies in Ottoman History in 
Honour of Professor V. L. Ménage, ed. C. Heywood and C. Imber, Istanbul 1994, 
383–397; C. Pavlikianov, The Medieval Aristocracy on Mount Athos, Sofia 2001, 
78–80 and 148–149; Κ. Παυλικιάνωφ, Σλάβοι μοναχοὶ στὸ Ἅγιον Ὄρος ἀπὸ 
τὸν Ι’ ὣς τὸν ΙΖ’ αἰῶνα, Thessalonica 2002, 49–57; Културна ризница Србије, 
ed. J. Janićijević, Belgrade 2005, 141, 336–337 and 436; М. Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik Radič, Κλητόριον in memory of Nikos Oikonomides, Athens–
Thessalonica 2005, 387–402; А. Крстић, Град Некудим и Некудимска власт, 
Историјски часопис 55 (Belgrade 2007), 99–111; С. Божанић, Раваничка 
села и села великог челника Радича Поступовића „у Мачви‟ , Споменица 
Историјског архива Срем 7 (Sremska Mitrovica 2008), 34–45; Ђ. Бубало, 
Прилози српској дипломатици. Потпис деспота Ђурђа Бранковића на 
повељи челнику Радичу у архиву манастира Кастамонит, Хиландарски 
зборник 12 (Belgrade 2008), 75–77; idem, Писана реч у српском средњем 
веку. Значај и употреба писаних докумената у средњовековном српском 
друштву, Belgrade 2009, 134, 136, 144 and 170; М. Живојиновић, Света Гора 
у светлости аката великог челника Радича манастирима Кастамониту 
и Ватопеду, Пад Српске деспотовине 1459. године (Научни скупови 
САНУ CXXXIV, Одељење историјских наука 32), Belgrade 2011, 57–62; 
К. Павликянов, Монаси от славянско потекло в светогорската обител 
„Кастамонит” от ХІV до ХVІ век, Сборник в чест на проф. др Милияна 
Каймакамова „Българско средновековие: общество, власт, история“, 
Sofia 2013, 428–436; М. Ивановић, Властела државе српских деспота 
(doctoral dissertation), Belgrade 2013, 105–106, 129, 163–166 and 171; idem, 
Средњовековни властеоски поседи у Крушевачком крају, Жупски зборник 8 
(Belgrade 2013), 7–2230.
EDITIONs: Љ. Стојановић, Стари српски хрисовуљи, акти, биографије, 
летописи, типици, поменици, записи и др., Споменик Српске краљевске 
академије 3, Belgrade 1890, 3–4, no. 2; С. Новаковић, Законски споменици 
српских држава средњега века, Belgrade 1912, 333–334.
rEMarks: The 62 villages of the grand čelnik Radič described in the document 
were scattered in various districts of late mediaeval Serbia, more specifically 
around 8 main localities: Braničevo, Kučevo, Nekudim, Kruševac, Rudnik, the 
Upper Morava River, the district of Mačva, and north of the Sava River, i.e. in a 
territory controlled by the Hungarian king Sigismund (see maps nos. 1–5).
30 M. Ivanović has also published two populari-
zing texts about the čelnik Radič: М. Ивановић, 
Смедеревска и Голубачка власт у време 
владавине деспота Ђурђа Бранковића, Наш 
траг (часопис за културу) 1, (Belgrade 2010), 
439–440; idem, Света Гора као уточиште за 
властелу из српске деспотовине, Наш траг 
(часопис за културу) 3–4 (Belgrade 2013), 362–365.
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prOsOpOgrapHy: 
1. The grand čelnik raDIč is a well-known and extensively studied person, the 
principal studies pertaining to him being those of S. Novaković, G. Škrivanić, V. 
Tošić, N. Oikonomides, E. Zachariadou, M. Živojinović, Đ. Bubalo, C. Pavlikianov 
and M. Ivanović (see the bibliographic entry above). In his capacity of čelnik, 
a term equivalent to the Byzantine protostrator, Radič was a first rank military 
commander in the armies of the Serbian despots Stephen Lazarević and George 
Branković31. Our act makes it clear that Radič was a very wealthy person who 
possessed considerable fiefs granted to him by his masters, the Serbian despots and 
the king of Hungary, Sigismund of Luxemburg32. Radič is first mentioned in 1413 
when Constantine of Kostenec (also known as the Constantine the Philosopher) 
referred to him in his biography of despot Stephen Lazarević as to a wise, brave 
and efficient warrior: ... ѥгоже вь рѣцѣ искрѣ ѥмьше прѣломивьше ѹдавише. 
множьство же много побиѥно бысть и тѹ воиньствомь тьзоименитааго. бѣше 
же надь деспотовѣми вои начельникь Радичь чельникь, мѹжь храбрѣишии и 
мѹдрѣишии, и малыими глаголы многаꙗ сьврьшаѥ бѣше, ѥште же сь нимь 
два воѥводы, шаинь и михаиль33. In 1435 Radič was present at the signing of a 
treaty between Venice and George Branković, which took place at Smederevo. The 
relevant document describes the Serbian envoy as Radich Celnik, comes palatinus34. 
Radič’s ancestry is obscure and his family name is never mentioned, either in his 
own documents or in those of George Branković. An inscription in a church of St. 
George which Radič built in 1431 at the village of Vraćevšnica in central Serbia 
indicates that the two final syllables of his surname were -повїкь, but this detail is 
to no avail as it offers nothing essential35. In the Serbian folklore Radič’s surname 
is Postupović, but this is undoubtedly only a legend36. S. Novaković’s restoring of 
the čelnik’s name as Rade Oblačić (1880) is equally unsubstantiated37.
Based on documents of the Ottoman court at Serrhai, in about 1433 Radič had 
already retreated to Mount Athos where he became a monk in Kastamonitou and 
31 On the two Serbian rulers see Ч. Мијатовић, 
Деспот Ђурађ Бранковић – господар Србима, 
подунављу и зетском приморју, І–II, Belgrade 
1880 and 1882; М. Спремић, Деспот Ђурађ 
Бранковић и његово доба, Belgrade 1994; idem, 
Деспот Стефан Лазаревић и „господин“ Ђу­
рађ Бранковић, Историјски часопис 56 (Belgrade 
2008), 49–68; А. Младеновић, Повеље и писма 
деспота Стефана, Belgrade 2007; В. Ћоровић, 
Историја Срба, Belgrade 2010, 293–327.
32 E. Zachariadou, The Worrisome Wealth of 
the Čelnik Radic, Studies in Ottoman History 
in Honour of Professor V. L. Ménage, Istanbul 
1994, 383–397.
33 Константин Филозоф и његов живот 
Стефана Лазаревића деспота српског. По 
двјема српско-словенским рукописима издао 
В. Јагић, Гласник Српског ученог друштва 42, 
(Belgrade 1875), 308.
34 J. Šafarik, Acta archivi veneti, spectantia 
ad historiam Serborum et reliquorum Slavorum 
meridionalium, II, Belgrade 1862, 299; С. Но-
ваковић, Велики челник Радич или Облачић 
Раде 1413–1435. Једна слика из традицио­
налне народне историје, Гласник Српског 
ученог друштва 50 (Belgrade 1881), 159; S. 
Ljubić, Listine o odnošajih između južnoga 
Slavenstva i Mletačke republike. Knjiga IX, od 
godine 1423. do 1452. (Monumenta spectantia 
historiam Slavorum Meridionalium XXI), 
Zagreb 1890, 84; J. Valentini, Acta Albaniae 
Veneta saeculorum XIV et XV, Vol. XV, Munich 
1972, 154, № 3681.
35 М. Милићевић, Манастири у Србији, Глас-
ник Српског ученог друштва 21, (Belgrade 
1867), 31; М. Živojinović, Le grand čelnik Radič, 
Κλητόριον in memory of Nikos Oikonomides, 
Athens–Thessalonica 2005, 393–394.
36 С. Новаковић, Историја и традиција. 
Изабрани радови, Belgrade 1982, in the 
commentary of the editor S. Ćirković, Допуне и 
објашњења, 441.




adopted the monastic name Romanos. Some of his descendants certainly followed 
his example as in 1459 a monk named Misail ibn Radič, i.e. Misail the son of 
Radič, appeared as a witness of Kastamonitou before a Turkish court38. The Greek 
archives of Kastamonitou offer no evidence for Radič’s activity in this monastery 
and the only indication about some kind of intervention of Serbian aristocrats in the 
affairs of Kastamonitou can be found in a falsified chrysobull ascribed to Manuel II 
Palaiologos. According to it, the Athonite monastery of Neakitou was bequeathed 
to Kastamonitou by a person labelled δέσποινα τῆς Σερβίας39. However, such a 
donation is impossible, since laymen have never been permited to possess property 
on Athos. Radič’s intervention in favour of Kastamonitou, which took place in 
1428–1432, was definitely quite necessary, because the monastery had been 
devastated by fire in November 142440. Our act no. 3 makes it absolutely clear that 
it was the hegoumenos of Kastamonitou, Neophytos, who invited Radič to become 
a ktitor of his foundation. Most probably this happened because Neophytos was 
a Slav too. His Slavic origin is beyond any doubt, because in 1423 he had signed 
in Slavic a document kept in the monastery of Saint Paul: игмень чьстные и 
свещенние ѡбитѣли царскыѥ кастамонитски ѥрѡмонахь неѡфвъ41. It is, thereby, 
evident that Neophytos’s ethnic identity must have played a certain role when he 
persuaded Radič to subsidize Kastamonitou42.
2. VLkOsLaV VLaDILOVIć (l. 33), who is said to have formerly possessed property at 
the village of Zagreb, seems to be mentioned only in this document.
TOpOgrapHy:
Three Serbian scholars have extensively commented the toponyms mentioned in 
our document: Miodrag Purković (1940)43, Gavro Škrivanić (1973)44 and Mirjana 
Živojinović (2005)45. According to them, Radič’s domain consisted of the following 
villages:
1. The town (grad) of kUpINNyj and the villages of pOraIska in its vicinity (l. 22–24). 
They were granted to Radič by the king of Hungary, Sigismund of Luxemburg46 
(l. 23: краль Жигмндь), and were confirmed as Radič’s property by the despot 
Stephen Lazarević. The villages labelled Poraiska cannot be precisely identified, 
but the town of Kupinnyj is identical with the modern village of Kupinovo on 
the north bank of the Sava River, between what are today the cities of Šabac and 
38 Archives de l’Athos IX, Actes de Kastamonitou, 
ed. N. Oikonomidès, Paris 1978, 7–8.
39 Ibidem, 85–94, Appendice I, no. γ, l. 27–29.
40 Ibidem, 4–5.
41 Κ. Χρυσοχοΐδης, Ἱερὰ μονὴ Ἁγίου Παύλου. 
Κατάλογος τοῦ ἀρχείου, Σύμμεικτα 4 (1981) 
271, no. 20 and 273, pl. 6; Kastamonitou, 5 and 
10 with notes 24a–26; Κ. Παυλικιάνωφ, Σλάβοι 
μοναχοὶ στὸ Ἅγιον Ὄρος ἀπὸ τὸν Ι’ ὣς τὸν ΙΖ’ 
αἰῶνα, Thessalonica 2002, 52; К. Павликянов, 
Монаси от славянско потекло в светогор­
ската обител „Кастамонит” от ХІV до ХVІ 
век, Сборник в чест на проф. д-р Милияна 
Каймакамова „Българско средновековие: об-
щество, власт, история“, Sofia 2013, 341.
42 Cf. М. Благојевић, Савладарство у срп­
ским земљама после смрти цара Уроша, 
Зборник радова Византолошког института 21 
(1982), 185–198.
43 М. Пурковић, Попис села у средњевеков­
ној Србији, Годишњак Скопског филозофског 
факултета, IV.2, (Skopje 1940), 53–160.
44 Г. шкриванић, Властелинство великог че-
лни ка Радича Поступовића, Историјски часо-
пис 20 (Belgrade 1973), 125–136.
45 Živojinović, Le grand čelnik, 392–397.
46 On Sigismund of Luxemburg see P. Engel, 
The Realm of St. Stephen. A History of Medieval 
Hungary (895–1526), London – New york 2001, 
206–243.
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Obrenovac47. Being situated on Hungarian territory, Kupinnyj Grad ceased to 
be the property of Radič in 1438 when the Hungarian king Albert (1437–1439) 
delivered it to the brothers Thalloczy48 (see map no. 2).
2. The villages of TOpOLOVNIk (Тополовникь), kUpLINOVO (Коуплиново), OkLOpCI 
(Ѡклопци), raONICa (Раѡница), pEščaNICa (Пешчаница), kLaDOrUB (Кладорѹбь), 
TUpšINCI (Тѹпшинци), rEpEsI (Репеси), kUrjačE (Кѹрьꙗче) and DUšNIk (Дѹшникь) 
were situated in the administrative district (župa) of BraNIčEVO (l. 24–26). This 
župa comprised the territory enclosed by the rivers Danube, Velika Morava, Pek 
and Resava (see map no. 1)49.
2.1. The village of TOpOLOVNIk is still extant. It is located close to the Danube, 8 km 
west of Branicevo and about 4 km south of Veliko Gradište50.
2.2. The village of kUpLINOVO has vanished, but it must have been adjacent to 
Topolovnik, because, according to G. Škrivanić, until the 1970s there was a hill 
named Kupljevo or Kopljevo around 3 km west of Topolovnik51.
2.3. The village of OkLOpCI has disappeared, but it was probably located in the 
vicinity of Veliko Gradište. According to G. Škrivanić, until the 1970s there was 
a hill named Oklopci to the southwest of this settlement, near the modern village 
of Majlovac52 .
2.4. The village of raONICa has vanished, but it was probably adjacent to 
Topolovnik, because, based on G. Škrivanić, until the 1970s there was a hill named 
Ramnica about 7 km southwest of Topolovnik53.
2.5–6. The two settlements called pEščaNICa seem to be still extant because 
today there is a village named Pečanica near Veliko Gradište, about 7.5 km 
southwest of Braničevo54. It is quite plausible that modern Pečanica might have 
absorbed the village which our document describes as “the second village of 
Peščanica”55.
2.7. The village of kLaDOrUB is most probably identical with the modern village of 
Kladurovo which is located on the Mlava River near the town of Petrovac, about 
30 km south of Braničevo56.
2.8–9. The villages of TUpšINCI and rEpEsI cannot be identified with modern 
settlements or toponyms57.
47 М. Петровић, Тврђава Купиник на Обед­
ској бари, Грађа за проучавање споменика 
културе Војводине 16 (1990), 24–29.
48 шкриванић, Властелинство, 125 and 133; 
Živojinović, Le grand čelnik, 393–397. Cf. also 
Културна ризница Србије, ed. J. Janićijević, 
Belgrade 20053, 556; Ћоровић, Историја 
Срба, 326 and 367; Engel, The Realm of St. 
Stephen, 279–280.
49 М. Динић, Браничево у средњем веку, 
Požarevac 1958, 1–36.
50 Пурковић, Попис села, 148; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 127 and 133; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 393 and 395.
51 Пурковић, Попис села, 109; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 127 and 133; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 393 and 395.
52 Пурковић, Попис села, 122; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 127 and 133.
53 Пурковић, Попис села, 134; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 127 and 133; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 395.
54 Пурковић, Попис села, 126; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 127 and 133; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 393 and 395.
55 шкриванић, Властелинство, 127.
56 Пурковић, Попис села, 102; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 127 and 133; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 393 and 395.
57 шкриванић, Властелинство, 127.
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2.10. The village of kUrjačE is still extant and its name has remained unchanged. 
It is situated northeast of Požarevac, about 16 km west of Braničevo58.
2.11. The village of DUšNIk cannot be identified with any modern settlement around 
Braničevo. However, according to G. Škrivanić, until the 1970s there was a hill called 
Dušnik near the village of Biskuplje, about 6 km southwest of Veliko Gradište59.
3. The villages of DrUgOVCI (Дрѹговци), VLasI raDIVOEVCI (Власи Радивоевци) 
and VLasI kOšarNa (Власи Кошарна), and the abandoned villages (selišta) of 
MILaDOVIćI (Миладовикꙗ) and jUNOšINO (Юношино) were situated in the district of 
kUčEVO (оу Коучевоу, l. 26–27), a settlement which still exists on the north bank of 
the Pek River, about 30 km southwest of the Danube. During the 14th century there 
were merchants from Dubrovnik (Ragusa) settled in Kučevo and lead was mined 
in its vicinity60 (see map no. 1). 
3.1. The village of DrUgOVCI has vanished. According to G. Škrivanić, it is 
probably mentioned as Dragovci in 1467, in the first Ottoman census of the district 
of Braničevo61.
3.2. The village of VLasI raDIVOEVCI cannot be identified with a modern settlement 
or toponym62.
3.3. The village of Vlasi kOšarNa cannot be identified with any modern settlement. 
However, according to G. Škrivanić, a village named Košarna is mentioned in a 
document which the Serbian ruler Lazar Hrebeljanović issued around 1379. This 
Košarna was located on Mount Homoljska to the south of Braničevo and was adjacent 
to Osanica, a village which has survived until present days without changing its name. 
In the aforementioned Ottoman census of 1467 Košarna is described as having 17 
houses and a fishery, so it must have been situated quite close to the Mlava River63.
3.4. The abandoned village of jUNOšINO cannot be identified with a modern 
settlement or toponym64.
3.5. The abandoned settlement of MILaDOVIćI is probably identical with the modern 
village of Milatovac on Mount Homoljska, about 7.5 km northwest of Žagubica. 
In the aforementioned Ottoman census of 1467 Milatovac is described as having 
13 houses65.
4. The villages of HaLjaE (Халꙗе), grŭLšTICa (Грьлщица) and sasI (Саси) were 
located in the district of NEkUDIM (оу Некоудимскои власти, l. 27–28). Nekudim 
is mentioned as castrum Nicodem in 1389, in a document of the Hungarian king 
Sigismund. During the 15th century it is frequently mentioned as a fortress and 
residence of the Serbian despots, Stephen Lazarević and George Branković, 
and was an important administrative centre. According to M. Purković and G. 
Škrivanić, it was situated southwest of Smederevska Palanka, at the confluence 
58 шкриванић, Властелинство, 127 and 
133; Živojinović, Le grand čelnik, 393 and 395.
59 Пурковић, Попис села, 92; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 127.
60 шкриванић, Властелинство, 128 and 133.
61 Пурковић, Попис села, 91; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 128 and 133.
62 Пурковић, Попис села, 133; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 128 and 133.
63 Пурковић, Попис села, 106; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 128 and 133; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 395.
64 Пурковић, Попис села, 100; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 128 and 133.
65 Пурковић, Попис села, 117; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 128 and 133; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 393 and 395.
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of the rivers Kubršnica and Jasenica66 (see map no. 4). In 2007 A. Krstić localized 
Nekudim close to the modern village of Pridvorica identifying it with some ruins 
near this village. After the Ottoman conquest Nekudim became the centre of a 
nahiye, but by 1476 it was already depopulated and had only 12 houses67.
4.1. The village of HaLjaE cannot be identified with a modern settlement or 
toponym. However, it was evidently adjacent to the settlement of Cerovac (оу 
Церовцоу) which still exists to the southeast of Smederevska Palanka, on the left 
bank of the Jasenica River68.
4.2. The village of grŭLšTICa near LEpENICa. During the 15th century Lepenica was 
the name of an administrative district (župa) which comprised the two banks of the 
Lepenica River. Grŭlštica is probably an ancient form of the name of the modern village 
of Gradac, which is situated on the west bank of the river northeast of Kragujevac69.
4.3. The village of sasI cannot be identified with a modern settlement or toponym. 
However, it was located near Lepenica and its name indicates that it must have 
been a settlement of Saxons who were most probably miners70.
5. The villages of BELO pOLjE (Бѣло полѥ), BUHMENTI (Бхменти) and DrENOVa 
(Дренова) were certainly situated in the vicinity of krUšEVaC – прѣма кршевц (l. 
28, see maps no. 5 and 6).
5.1. In 1940 M. Purković supported that the village of BELO pOLjE was still extant 
and was located southwest of Kruševac, in the vicinity of what is today the town 
of Brus. In 1973 and 2005 G. Škrivanić and M. Živojinović assumed that it was 
located on the north bank of the Zapadna (Western) Morava River between the 
modern villages of Bela Voda and Selište, i.e. 10 to 12 km northwest of Kruševac71.
5.2. The village of BUHMENTI cannot be identified with a modern settlement or 
toponym72.
5.3. The village of DrENOVa is most probably identical with the modern settlement 
of Velika Drenova which is situated north of the Zapadna Morava River, about 
16.5 km northwest of Kruševac73.
6. The villages of TrEBINja (Трѣбинꙗ) аnd BŭDčIćI (Бьдчики) were located in the 
district of BELasICa (Беласица). A village named Belasica still exists on the nothern 
slope of Mount Jastrebac, about 17 km southeast of Kruševac (see map no. 5), while 
the adjacent settlements of Trebinja and Bŭdčići have vanished without a trace74.
7. The villages of OBrOVO (Ѡброво), LEskOVa (Лѣскова), pLaTOVO (Платово), 
jaBUčIE (Ꙗбчіе) and the abandoned settlements of kOVačI (Кобачи), LEskOVICa 
66 Пурковић, Попис села, 120–121; шкри-
ванић, Властелинство, 128–129 and 133; 
Živojinović, Le grand čelnik, 395.
67 А. Крстић, Град Некудим и некудимска 
власт, Историјски часопис 55 (2007), 99–111.
68 Пурковић, Попис села, 152 and 155; 
шкриванић, Властелинство, 128 and 133; 
Živojinović, Le grand čelnik, 393 and 395.
69 Пурковић, Попис села, 83; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 129.
70 Пурковић, Попис села, 138; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 129.
71 Пурковић, Попис села, 61; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 129; Živojinović, Le grand 
čelnik, 393 and 395.
72 Пурковић, Попис села, 71; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 129.
73 Пурковић, Попис села, 90; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 129 and 133; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 393 and 395.
74 Пурковић, Попис села, 58 and 148; 
шкриванић, Властелинство, 130 and 133; 
Živojinović, Le grand čelnik, 393 and 395.
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(дргаа Лѣсковица) and VražICE (Вражице) were situated in the administrative 
district (župa) of UppEr MOraVa (l. 28–29). This župa comprised the two banks of 
Zapadna (Western) Morava River, from Čačak in the west to Trstenik in the east75 
(see map no. 6).
7.1. The village of OBrOVO is still extant. Its modern name is Obrva and it is 
situated on the north bank of the Zapadna Morava River, about 11.5 km northwest 
of Kraljevo76.
7.2. The village of pLaTOVO cannot be identified with a modern settlement or 
toponym77.
7.3. The village of jaBUčIE is still extant and is located to the east of Kragujevac78.
7.4. The abandoned settlement of kOVačI could be identified with a modern village 
of the same name which is situated to the southeast of Kraljevo, near the mediaeval 
mines of Plana79.
7.5. According to M. Purković and G. Škrivanić, the abandoned settlement of 
LEskOVICa could be identified with a modern village of the same name which is 
located northwest of Alexandrovac and west of Kruševac80.
7.6. The abandoned village of VražICE cannot be identified with any extant 
settlement or toponym81.
8. The villages of BELUća (Бѣлкꙗ), prODaNOVCI (Продановци), šUMELI (Шмели), 
VLasI VOIkOVCI (Власи Воиковци), UppEr and LOwEr VraćEVšTICa (Вракѥвщица 
горнꙗа and Вракѥвщица долнаа), graHOVaC (Граховьць), kONjUša (Конюша), 
BrEzOVa (Брѣзова), and the two settlements called kaMENICa (село Каменица 
and село дрга Каменица) were situated in the district of rUDNIk (l. 29–31), an 
important administrative and mining district of mediaeval Serbia. Rudnik was the 
centre of Radič’s personal domain in which there was also a church estate labelled 
metochion ( Рдник метох). The name has remained unchanged through the 
centuries and today Rudnik is a village on the Jasenica River to the north of Gornji 
Milanovac and to the northwest of Kragujevac82  (see map no. 4).
8.1. According to a traditional belief surviving in the region of Rudnik, the 
mediaeval settlement BELUća, whose name means “the white one”, is identical 
to the modern village of Crnuća, whose name means exactly the opposite – “the 
black one”. Today Crnuća consists of two settlements – Upper and Lower (Gornja 
and Dolnja) Crnuća, which are situated about 9.5 and 11.5 km south of Rudnik 
and around 6 km north of Gornji Milanovac. An inscription preserved in a church 
at the nearby village of Vraćevštica makes it clear that Beluća was Radič’s main 
75 шкриванић, Властелинство, 130 and 133.
76 Пурковић, Попис села, 122; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 130 and 133; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 393 and 395.
77 Пурковић, Попис села, 127; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 130.
78 Пурковић, Попис села, 98; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 130.
79 Пурковић, Попис села, 103; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 130.
80 Пурковић, Попис села, 109–111; шкрива-
нић, Властелинство, 130.
81 шкриванић, Властелинство, 130.
82 шкриванић, Властелинство, 130–131. Cf. 
also Б. Марковић, Закон о рудницима деспота 
Стефана Лазаревића. Превод и правноисто­
ријска студија (Споменик Српске Академије 
наука и уметности 126), Belgrade 1985.
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residence83. We also know that on September 6, 1456, George Branković and his 
son Lazar donated Beluća to the metropolitan of Gračanica, Benedict84.
8.2. The village of prODaNOVCI cannot be identified with a modern settlement or 
toponym85.
8.3. The village of kaMENICa is still extant about 15 km southeast of Rudnik, to the 
south of the village of Stragari86.
8.4. The village of šUMELI still exists and its modern name is Šume. It is situated 
on the south bank of the Jasenica River southeast of Aranđelovac, southwest of 
Smederevska Palanka and east of the village of Topola87.
8.5. The village of VLasI VOIkOVCI is still extant. Its modern name is Voikovci and 
it is located about 5 km northeast of Rudnik88.
8.6. The villages of UppEr and LOwEr VraćEVšTICa. Today these two villages 
have merged into a single settlement – the modern village of Vraćevšnica, 
which is located near the road leading from Gornji Milanovac to Kragujevac89. 
In 1429–1431 the čelnik Radič built at Vraćevštica a church dedicated to St. 
George. Today this is the monastery of Vraćevšnica to the southeast of Rudnik90 
(see our act no. 8).
8.7. According to G. Škrivanić, the village of graHOVaC cannot be identified 
with a modern settlement or toponym91, but we know that оn September 6, 
1456, despot George Branković and his son Lazar delivered Grahovac to the 
metropolitan of Gračanica, Benedict92. M. Živojinović identifies Grahovac with 
the modern village of Krasojevci which is located about 8 km to the northwest 
of Vraćevšnica93.
8.8. The village of kONjUša is still extant about 6 km south of Vraćevšnica94. In 
September 1456 despot George Branković and his son Lazar donated it to the 
metropolitan of Gračanica, Benedict95.
8.9. According to G. Škrivanić, the village of BrEzOVa cannot be identified with a 
modern settlement or toponym96. However, M. Purković and M. Živojnović assume 
83 Пурковић, Попис села, 61; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 130–131 and 133; Živojinović, 
Le grand čelnik, 393 and 395. See also our act no. 8.
84 Љ. Стојановић, Стари српски хрисовуљи, 
5–6, no. 5.
85 Пурковић, Попис села, 132; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 131.
86 Пурковић, Попис села, 101; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 131 and 133; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 393 and 395.
87 Пурковић, Попис села, 160; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 131 and 133; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 393 and 395.
88 Пурковић, Попис села, 74; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 131 and 133; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 393 and 395.
89 Пурковић, Попис села, 75; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 131 and 133; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 393 and 396.
90 М. Милојевић, Наши манастири и 
калуђерство, Belgrade 1881 (reprint 1997), 
35; В. Петковић, Преглед црквених споменика 
кроз повесницу српског народа, Belgrade 1950, 
33 and 62; Т. Поповић, Водич до манастира у 
Србији, Belgrade 2008, 130–131.
91 шкриванић, Властелинство, 131 and 133.
92 Стојановић, Стари српски хрисовуљи, 
5–6, no. 5; Пурковић, Попис села, 61.
93 Živojinović, Le grand čelnik, 393 and 396.
94 Пурковић, Попис села, 104; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 131 and 133; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 393 and 396.
95 Стојановић, Стари српски хрисовуљи, 
5–6, no. 5.
96 шкриванић, Властелинство, 131 and 133.
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that it might have been identical with the modern village of Brestovac which is 
located about 14.5 km northeast of Rudnik, in the vicinity of Aranđelovac97. 
9. The villages of DEBrC (Трьгь Дебрьць), prHOVO (Прьхѡво), sTaDNICI (Стадници), 
BOšNjaCI (Бошнꙗци), TrsTENICa (Трьстеница), DOBra gLaVa (Добраа Глава), 
MEDOEVa rEka (Медоева Рѣка), pTIčarIE (Птичарїе), BaTar (Бьтьрь), pODLUžIE 
VLkOsaLjE (Подлжїе Влькосалѥ), TIšICa (Тишица), sTrELCI (Стрелци), zagrEB 
(Загребь), UTIšTCU (Ѹтищцѹ?),* three settlements named šTIra (Щира) and the 
abandoned villages of kONaTICE (Конатице) and razLOE (Разлое) were situated in 
the district of MačVa (ѹ Мачве, l. 31-34), i.e. to the west of Belgrade. Mačva was 
situated on the south bank of the Sava River to the west of the Kolubara River, 
among the Cer Mountain and the rivers Sava and Drina98  (see maps nos. 2 and 3).
9.1. The village of DEBrC is still extant about 22 km southeast of Šabac, on the 
south bank of the Sava99. Its name has remained unchanged through the centuries. 
It is described as a трьгь, i.e. a constant market place. In mediaeval times such 
places were frequently protected and taxed directly by the kings of Serbia100. 
9.2. The village of prHOVO still exists on the south bank of the Sava River, southeast 
of Šabac and about 4.5 km northeast of Debrc. Its modern name is Provo and, 
according to M. Purković, it was first mentioned in 1381101. Today there is also a 
village called Prhovo at a certain distance to the north of the Sava River, between 
Šabac and Obrenovac. However, it is definitely outside Mačva and, what is more 
important, in the 15th century it was in a territory controlled by the king of Hungary.
9.3. The village of sTaDNICI has vanished, but it might have been identical with a 
settlement named Stadolin, which is mentioned in Ottoman documents of the years 
1533, 1600–1604 and 1623–1624102.
9.4. The village of BOšNjaCI is, most probably, the modern settlement of Mali or 
Lesser (formerly also known as Donji, i.e. Lower) Bošnjak about 15 km southwest 
of Debrc, in the vicinity of the village of Draginja which in the past was also 
known as Gornji or Upper Bošnjak103.
9.5. The village of TrsTENICa is still extant about 9.5 km southeast of Debrc and to 
the southwest of Obrenovac. Its name has not been changed through the centuries104.
9.6. The abandoned village of kONaTICE was evidently repopulated, for it still 
exists about 6 km to the southeast of Obrenovac, between the villages Draževac 
and Stepojevac105.
* Most likely, this is not a village, but an area 
(editor’s note). 
97 Пурковић, Попис села, 67; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 393 and 396.
98 М. Динић, Западна Србија у средњем веку, 
Археолошки споменици и налазишта у Србији 
I. Западна Србија, Београд 1953, 23–27. 
99 шкриванић, Властелинство, 131 and 133; 
Živojinović, Le grand čelnik, 393 and 396.
100 See Лексикон српског средњег века, Bel-
grade 1999, 737–739.
101 Пурковић, Попис села, 132; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 131 and 133; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 393 and 396.
102 Пурковић, Попис села, 143; А. Ханџић, 
Шабац и његова околина у ХѴІ веку, Šabac 
1970, 202–203; шкриванић, Властелинство, 
132–133.
103 Пурковић, Попис села, 65; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 132–133; Ханџић, Шабац, 
201–202; Živojinović, Le grand čelnik, 393 and 
396.
104 Пурковић, Попис села, 150; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 132–133; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 393 and 396.
105 Пурковић, Попис села, 104; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 132–133; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 393 and 396.
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9.7. The village of DOBra gLaVa has vanished but its name is preserved as a 
toponym in the vicinity of Draževac, about 4.5 km southeast of Obrenovac106.
9.8. The village of MEDOEVa rEka is, most probably, the modern village of Medoševac 
which is located about 6.5 km northeast of Lazarevac and southeast of Obrenovac107. 
9.9. The village of zagrEB has disappeared but its name is preserved as a toponym 
near the settlement of Veliki Borak, to the southeast of Obrenovac108.
9.10. The village of UTIšTCU (?) cannot be identified with a modern settlement or 
toponym109.
9.11. The three villages of šTIra, which are labelled first, second and third, have 
vanished. However, they were evidently situated on the banks of the Štira River, a 
right tributary of the Drina110. 
9.12. The village of pTIčarIE cannot be identified with any modern settlement 
but, according to G. Škrivanić, its name survives in the toponym Tičar Polje to 
the northeast of the town of Loznica and to the south of the confluence of the 
rivers Drina and Jadar. During the 16th century Ptičari was the name of an Ottoman 
administrative district (nahiye) located on the east bank of the Drina River111.
9.13. The village of BaTar still exists on the west bank of the Drina River, north of 
Loznica and about 7.5 km southwest of the village of Janja112.
9.14. The village of pODLUžIE VLkOsaLjE cannot be identified with a modern 
settlement or toponym113.
9.15. The village of TIšICa is mentioned as a castle – exceptis et penitus seclusis 
castro Thysnitza et pertinentiis eiusdem in tenutis Ozaz habitis – in a document 
which the Hungarian king Sigismund issued in 1426114. Unfortunately, it cannot be 
identified with a modern settlement or toponym115.
9.16–17. The village of sTrELCI and the abandoned village of razLOE cannot be 
identified116.
TExT:
† бл͠говолѥнїемь ѡ͗ц͠а, и и͗зволѥнїемь сн͠а, и съпоспѣше́нїемь ст͠го д͠ха, единици вь 
трⷪици, и̑ трⷪици вь е͗диниⷰ, ||2 единѹ волю, едино хотѣнїе, едино сьтво́ренїе, е͗дино 
106 Пурковић, Попис села, 86; М. Костић, 
Насеља у околини Београда, Зборник Географ-
ског института 9, Belgrade 1962, 66; шкрива-
нић, Властелинство, 132–133; Živojinović, Le 
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шумадиска Колубара, Насеља 31, Belgrade 1949, 
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112 Пурковић, Попис села, 59; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 132–133; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 393 and 396.
113 Пурковић, Попис села, 129; шкриванић, 
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114 Cf. Мијатовић, Деспот Ђурађ Бранко­
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бжтⷭво, е͗дино црⷭтво безначе́лно, и не имѹще̏ прѣмѣ||3нѥнїа, вьса̀ могѹщїа, и въса 
сьтворша, ѿ небытїа вь бытїе, смѣ́рающа высокыѥ, и вьзно́сеща смѣренныѥ, ||4 сего̀ 
е͗диного безначелнаго б͠а, г͠а госпоⷣствющимь, и͗ ц͠ра цртⷭвющїиⷨ, с͠тїи и͗ бжⷭтвныи а͗плⷭы 
и͗ ѹ͗чи||5тели вьселѥнсцїи проповѣдаше, и͗ семѹ единомѹ вѣ́ровати и͗ покланꙗти се 
наѹ́чише. сего̀ иже въ ||6 трⷪици славимаго б͠а, быⷭ призрѣ́нїе на смѣренїе моѥ, и͗ 
постави ме наслѣдника родителѥⷨ моиⷨ г͠на срьблѥⷨ. ||7 тѣмже и͗ азь вь хаⷭ б͠а млтⷭїю 
б͠жїею, бл͠гочтⷭвыи и͗ хⷭолю́бивыи г͠нь срьблѥмь гюргь, и͗ сь б͠годарова́нны̏ми ||8 с͠нови 
госпѡⷣства ми, по дарованномѹ ми ѿ влкⷣы мое́го хаⷭ сана же и͗ власти, и͗ сьдръжи́телю 
ми бы́вшѹ дръжави ||9 и͗ прѣстолѹ госпѡⷣства землѥ срьбскыѥ, поревновахь ꙗко́ 
же бл͠гочтⷭїа и͗же прѣжⷣе мене бывщїиⷯ бл͠гочтⷭвыих ||10 госпѡ̏дь срьбскыиⷯ, сице и 
добродѣтели тѣхь никако же ли́шень бы́ти. сего̀ ради пишеⷮ госпоⷣство ми ||11 вь 
свⷣѣнїе вьсѣмь по прѣставлѥныи бл͠гочтⷭваго и͗ хⷭолю́биваго и͗ самодрьжа́внаго г͠на и͗ 
роди́телꙗ моего с͠то||12почи́вшаго де́спота сте́фана, пришьⷣшѹ ми вь б͠годарованнѹю 
ми землю̀ госпоⷣства срь́бска̏го, и͗ прѣемни||12кѹ ми бывшѹ дрьжа́ви и͗ прѣстола 
е͗го, како прїиде прⷣѣ госпоⷣство ми почтенїи и͗ вѣрныи властелинь го||13спѡⷣства ми, 
великыи челникь ради́чь, и͗ вьспоменѹ мольбнѣ госпоⷣств ми, за села що ѐ дрьжаль 
за ст͠опочи||14вшаго  г͠на и͗ роди́телꙗ ми деспота сте́фана, коꙗ сѹ сьда ѹ госпоⷣства 
ми рѹцѣ, и͗ за села що мѹ е при́дало го||15спѡⷣство ми, да мѹ ѡнази села е͗дна и͗ 
дрѹгаа запи́ше и͗ ѹ͗тврь̑ди̏ госпѡⷣство ми ѹ͗ бащинѹ нѥмѹ и͗ нѥговѣ ||16 дѣтце, 
и͗ по нѥго́вѣ сьмрьти на кога би ѡнь насло́ниль. мы̏ же млрⷭдїемь движимыи, и͗ 
повелѣнїемь заповѣ||17ди во́дими, и͗ вѣры радѝ того и поработанїа и͗ ѹсрьдїа еже 
кь госпоⷣств ми, въ тогⷣашнѥе прилѹчившеѥ се наⷨ ||18 врѣме, бл͠говоли госпѡⷣство 
ми просимоѥ томѹ и͗спльнити. и записа мѹ госпоⷣство ми тази села ѹ͗ вѣчнѹ̏ 
ба́||19щинѹ, да си иⷯ имаа челни̏кь радиⷱ ѹ͗ свомь живот, и͗ по своѡ̀и сьмрь́ти комѹ 
що схокѥ ѡ͗ста́вити, записавши ѹ͗ ||20 свои дїатаѯ, или сво̏мѹ дѣтетѹ, или комѹ 
ѿ своиⷯ сьро́дникь, или цркви приложити, и͗ли ѹ͗ прикїю дати, или ||21 заложи́ти, и͗ли 
продати, да ѐ волнь како сѹщоⷨ своѡⷨ ба́щинѡⷨ. и да м е то́зи тврьдо и͗ непоколѣбимо 
ѹ͗ животѹ ||22 госпоⷣства ми и͗ сн͠овь госпѡⷣства ми, и͗ да мѹ се този не ѿтни́ми ни за 
е͗дно сьгрѣше́нїе кромѣ невѣ́ре. и граⷣ кѹпинныи ||23 и͗ села пораи́скаа ѡ͗коло кѹпиннога, 
що м ѥ записаⷧ ѹ͗ ба́щинѹ г͠нь крааль жи́гмнда, и͗ г͠нь и͗ роди́тел ми ст͠опочившїи 
||24 де́споⷮ, да м ѥ то́зи тврьдо и непоколѣбимо госпоⷣством ми, и͗ с͠нови госпоⷣства 
ми. а селоⷨ имена сїа̀,  браничев село ||25 тоⷫловникь, село кѹплиново, село ѡкло́пци, 
село раѡница, село пешчаница, сеⷧ кладорбь, сеⷧ тпшинци, село ||26 др́гаа пешчаница, 
сеⷧ репехе, сеⷧ крьꙗче, сеⷧ дшниⷦ. и ѹ͗ кчев сеⷧ дрговци, сеⷧ власи радивоевци, сеⷧ власи 
кошарна, ||27 и͗ коⷩ ниⷯ две̏ селищи, и͗ селище миладовикꙗ, и͗ юношино, и͗ ѹ͗ некдїмꙿскои 
власти ѹ͗ церо́вц сеⷧ халꙗе, и͗ ͗ лепеници сеⷧ грьⷧщицⷶ, ||28 сеⷧ саси. и прѣма кршевц сеⷧ 
бѣло полѥ, сеⷧ бхменти, сеⷧ дренова. и коⷩ беласице сеⷧ трѣбинꙗ, сеⷧ бьⷣчики. и  горнои 
моравѣ сеⷧ ||29 ѡброⷡⷡ, сеⷧ лѣсковаа, сеⷧ платоⷡ, сеⷧ ꙗбчіе, и͗ три̏ селища пста, кобачи и͗ 
дргаа лѣсковица <и͗ дргаа лѣсковїца> и͗ вражице. и  рдник ||30 метох сеⷧ бѣлкꙗ̏, 
сеⷧ продановци, сеⷧ каменица, сеⷧ дрга̏ каменица, сеⷧ шмели, сеⷧ власи воиковци, и 
црк͠ве вракѥвщиⷱке що имаа ||31 ͗ хрїсовлю пеⷮ сеⷧ, вракѥвщица горнꙗа, сеⷧ вракѥвщица 
долнаа, сеⷧ  гра́ховьⷰ, сеⷧ конюша, сеⷧ брѣзова. и ѹ͗ мачве трьⷢ дебрьⷰ, и͗ панагю̏рь ѡ 
пра||32зник ст͠го панделеимона, и͗ село коѥ прилага̏ к трь́г дебрьц прьхѡⷡ, и͗ село 
стадници, сеⷧ бошнꙗци, сеⷧ трьстеница, и͗ селище псто ||33 конатице, сеⷧ добраа гла,ⷡ сеⷧ 
медоева рѣка, сеⷧ загребь с чиⷨ га е дрьжаль влькославь владиловикь, села ѹ͗тищцѹ, сеⷧ 
щира, сеⷧ дрⷹга ||34 щира, сеⷧ третїа щира, сеⷧ птичарїе, сеⷧ бьтьрь, сеⷧ поⷣлжїе влькоса́лѥ, сеⷧ 
тишица, сеⷧ стреⷧци, и͗ селище разлое. сїа вьса̀ ||35 вышеписаннаа, вѣрою и͗ повелѣнїемь 
потврь̑жаⷣеть госпоⷣство ми, ꙗ͗ко да прѣбываюⷮ тврь̑да и͗ непрѣло́жна вь вса лѣта ||36 
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живота госпѡⷣства ми, и͗ с͠новь госпѡⷣства ми, по прѣложе́нїю же мое́го живота, по 
повелѣн́їю б͠жїю мл͠ю е͗го же бл͠го||37волить б͠ь моего прѣстола сьдрьжи́телю бы́ти, 
или с͠н госпѡⷣства ми, и͗ли кого̀ ѿ сьродникь госпѡⷣства ми, и͗ли ||38 и͗ного кого̀, ꙗко 
да сьхра́нить сїа̀ вы́шеписаннаа и͗ прⷣѣреⷱннаа мно̑ю, да бѹⷣть тврь̀да и͗ непоколѣбима, 
ꙗкоже ||39 и͗ азь прѣжⷣе мене бы́вшїиⷯ црь̏ и͗ господь̏ не потвориⷯ, ни поколѣбаⷯ, нь паче 
потврь̑дихь. аще ли кто дрьзнеⷮ ||40 завистїю дїаволѥю, сїа мно̑ю вы́ше писа́ннаа 
разорит́и и͗ поврѣдити, та́коваго да разорить г͠ь б͠ь здѐ и͗ вь бⷣщеⷨ ||41 вѣцѣ, и͗ да се 
ѿреⷱ тѣла и͗ крьви хвⷭе, и͗ да ѥⷭ причестникь іѹ͗де и арїи, и͗ тѣмь иже рѣше, вьзми 
вьзми распни ̀крьвь ||42 е͗го на наⷭ и͗ на чедѣхь нашихь, и͗ вьмѣсто помощи да м ѥ 
сьпьрница прчⷭтаа вьсѐнепорочнаа влчⷣца б͠ца и͗ вьсѝ ст͠ыи ||43 иже ѿ вѣка б ѹ͗го́жьⷣши, 
а͗мин́ь. записа́ше се и͗ ѹ͗[твр]ьдише се сїа̀ вса̀ выше писаннаа въ лѣто ҂ѕцлз, ||44 
и͗ндиктїѡ́нь з.
SlAvic chArter no. 2
ACT OF THE DESPOT GEORGE BRANKOVIĆ, CONFIRMING A 
CHRySOBULL WHICH THE GRAND ČELNIK RADIČ HAD RECEIVED 
FROM HIS PREDECESSOR, THE DESPOT STEPHEN LAZAREVIĆ
6938 (September 1, 1429, – August 31, 1430), indiction 8th
TypE OF THE aCT: записание и ѹтвръждение (l. 35: записаше се и ѹтврьдише се).
DEsCrIpTION: Two variants of the document are available.
VarIaNT 1 (see pl. nos. 4–6). Original written on parchment  with semi-uncial 
script and the abbreviations normal for this type of script. Dimensions 60 X 35 cm. 
The ink is black, but several initial letters of sentences are written with red ink. A 
heavily damaged, partially molten and unreadable red wax seal with diameter 5.5 
cm is attached to the lower margin of the document with a silk cord (merinthos). 
VarIaNT 2 (see pl. no. 21): 19th century copy written on a sheet of  paper. Dimensions 
60 X 45.5 cm. The text is written on both sides of the sheet. The paper has been 
damaged by water and there are three perforations in its right upper section. 
aNaLysIs: Theological introduction (l. 1–11). The grand čelnik Radič had produced 
to despot George Branković a chrysobull issued by his predecessor requesting 
the new ruler to corroborate the properties described in it. Branković satisfies his 
request (l. 12–14). The estates confirmed as belonging to Radič are the following: 
1. The Church of the Annunciation of the Virgin which Radič had built near the 
Grabovničica River. 2. The villages of Budilovina and Melentia in the district of 
Rasina. 3. The villages of Vrbnica and Sebečevac in the district of Kruševac. 4. 
The village of Donji Kožetin. 5. A house in the castle of Novo Brdo which was 
formerly owned by one Paul Petrobabić. Some of these estates are said to have 
already fallen in Turkish hands (l. 15–19), but all the properties are confirmed as 
perpetually owned by the čelnik Radič. Nobody is allowed to confiscate any of 
them, unless Radič mutinies against his lord. Final confirmative clauses (l. 20–36).
sIgNaTUrEs (l. 37): The Lord of the Serbs, despot George. The signature of George 
Branković has been written with red letters by a specialised scribe and belongs to the 
type known as vjaz or Ligaturschrift. The red ink of the signature has faded significantly.
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DaTINg: 6938 (September 1, 1429 – August 31, 1430), indiction 8th.  The date is 
written on l. 35–36: лѣто ѕцли индїктїѡнъ и. There is no discrepancy between 
the year and the number of the indiction117.
MENTIONED DOCUMENTs: Chrysobull of late despot Stephen Lazarević describing 
the properties of the grand čelnik Radič (l. 11).
BIBLIOgrapHy: See the bibliography of our act no. 1.
EDITIONs: Стојановић, Стари српски хрисовуљи, 4–5, no. 3; Новаковић, 
Законски споменици, 334–337.
prOsOpOgrapHy: 
1. For the čelnik raDIč see the prosopography of act no. 1.
2. paUL pETrOBaBIć (l. 18), who is said to have formerly owned a house at Novo 
Brdo, seems to be mentioned only in this document.
TOpOgrapHy:
The document refers to a church of the Annunciation of the Virgin situated on the 
graBOVNIčICa rIVEr (Грабовничица), to the castle of NOVO BrDO (Ново Брьдо), to 
the villages of BUDILOVINa (Бѹдиловина) and MELENTIa (Мелентїа) in the district of 
rasINa (Расина), to the villages of VrBNICa (Врьбница) and sEBEčEVaC (Себечевць) 
in the district (vlast) of krUšEVaC (ѹ Крѹшевьчкои власти), and to the village of 
DONjI kOžETIN (Кожетїино Долнѥ) (l. 15–17, see maps nos. 5, 6 and 7).
1. As far as the church of the Annunciation of the Virgin near the graBOVNIčICa 
rIVEr is concerned, G. Škrivanić identifies Grabovničica with the modern river 
Velika Grabovnica in the district of Rasina to the northwest of the town of Brus. 
He disagrees with the earlier opinion of M. Purković and V. Petković who localize 
Grabovničica to the east of the modern town of Gornji Milanovac, in a region 
where today there is a village named Grabovica and a rivulet called Grabovačka118. 
The identification proposed by Škrivanić seems more plausible.
2. The villages of BUDILOVINa and MELENTIa are still extant near the Rasina River, 
about 13 km to the northwest of Brus119.
3. The village of VrBNICa in the district (vlast) of krUšEVaC has successfully 
survived until present days without changing its name. Today it consists of two 
settlements, Velika (Greater) and Mala (Lesser) Vrbnica, which are situated about 
11.5 and 12 km southwest of Kruševac, on the banks of the Pepeljuša River which 
is a south tributary of the Zapadna (Western) Morava River. In 1940 M. Purković 
identified Vrbnica with a village of the same name located in the district of Rasina 
to the northwest of what is today Aleksandrovac, but in 1973 G. Škrivanić rejected 
this identification as unsubstantiated120. As vrba is Serbian for willow, the toponym 
is quite common all over the Serbian lands.
117 See Grumel, La chronologie, 262–263.
118 Пурковић, Попис села, 81; Петковић, 
Преглед црквених споменика, 72.
119 Пурковић, Попис села, 69 and 117; шкри-
ванић, Властелинство, 133–134; Živojinović, 
Le grand čelnik, 393 and 396; Културна ризни­
ца Србије, 436.
120 Пурковић, Попис села, 76; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 133–134; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 393 and 396.
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3. The village of sEBEčEVaC has not been renamed and still exists about 13.5 km 
southwest of Kruševac121. 
4. The village of DONjI kOžETIN can be identified with the northwestern section of 
the town of Aleksandrovac whose modern name is Kožetin122.
5. The mediaeval fortress of NOVO BrDO was situated in the district of Kosovo, 
40 km east of Priština and about 30–35 km north of Gnjilane, i.e. at a significant 
distance to the south of the other estates possessed by Radič. During the first 
half of the 15th century Novo Brdo was an important mining center producing 
approximately 6 tons of silver per year123. It was first taken by the Turks in 1441, 
restored to the Serbs in 1443 and finally reconquered by the Ottomans in 1455124. 
TexT:
† мно̑ю ц͠рїе црⷭтвѹюⷮ и͗ си́лныи вла́сти прѣдрь́жеⷮ, реⷱ прѣмѹ́дрїиⷨ соломѡ́нѡⷨ ц͠рь 
вѣкѡⷨ вьседрьжи||2тель г͠ь. поне́же врѣме́нноѥ сїѐ црⷭтво прїехѡⷨ ѿ крѣ́пкїе того̀ 
рѹкы, и вьсебога́тїе бл͠гости, поⷣ||3баеⷮ и͗ поⷣбїю того̀ по е͗ли́ко мѡ́щно рожⷣе́нномѹ 
ѥⷭства поⷣб́ити се, ѿврьзающомѹ рк и͗ насы́ща||4ющо̏мѹ вьса́ко живо́тно 
бл͠говолѥ́нїа, ꙗ͗ко да не ть́чїю врѣме́нном семѹ црⷭтвїю прѣе́тници бѹ||5демь, 
нь̀ и͗ вѣчномѹ наслѣ́дници, ѿ еже ѿсѹ́д бл͠гоѹ͗строе́нїа вьвѣ́реннаго намь 
слѹжбоначелїа. тѣ́мже ||6 и͗ а̑зь вь хаⷭ б͠а бл͠гочⷭтивыи и̑ х͠ѻлю́бивыи млⷭтїю б͠жїею 
г͠нь срьблѥмь де́споть гю́ргь и͗ сь бл͠гочⷭтивою и͗ хⷭолю́би||7вою гⷭжⷣею де́спотицею 
кѵ́ра ериною, и͗ сь б͠годарова́нныими сн͠ѻвы госпѡⷣства ни подарованномѹ ми 
ѿ ||8 влкⷣы мое́го хаⷭ са́на же и͗ вла́сти, и͗ сьдрьжи́телю ми бы́вшѹ госпоⷣства 
срь́бскыѥ землѥ̀, дрьжа́вы и͗ прѣстол, ||9 поревноваⷯ ꙗ͗ко́же бл͠гочь́стїа иже прѣ́жеⷣ 
мене бы́вшиⷯ бл͠гочⷭтивыиⷯ господь̏ срь́бскыиⷯ, си́це и добродѣ||10тели тⷯѣ́ никако́же 
ли́шень бы́ти. сего̀ радѝ пи́шеть госпѡⷣство ни вь свⷣѣнїе вьсⷨѣ, по прѣста́влѥ||11нїи 
бл͠гочⷭти́ваго и͗ х͠ѻлю́биваго г͠на и͗ роди́телꙗ мое́го с͠топочи́вшаго де́спота сте́фана, 
пришьдш ми ||12 вь б͠годарова́ннѹ ми зе́млю госпѡⷣства срь́бскаго, и͗ прѣе͗мникѹ 
ми бы́вшѹ дрьжа́вы и͗ прѣсто́ла е͗го̀, ||13 како прїи́де прⷣѣ госпѡⷣство ни почте́нїи и̑ 
вѣ́рныи властели́нь госпоⷣства ни великыи че́лникь ради́чь, ||14 и изнесе хрїсо́вѹль 
с͠топочившаго г͠на и͗ роди́телꙗ мое́го де́спота сте́фана що ѥⷭ томѹзи записа́ль ||15 
цр͠ковь бл͠говѣще́нїе прчⷭтїе влчⷣце на́ше б͠це на рѣцѣ глѥмѣи гра́бовничица, що си ѥ 
сьзида́ль своимь ||16 трѹдѡⷨ, и͗ село̑ бѹди́ловинѹ, и̑ село мелентїа на раси́нѣ, и͗ село 
врь́бницѹ, и село себечевць ѹ͗ крѹ́||17шевьчкои вла́сти, и͗ село кожетїино долнѥ, и 
кѹ́кю ѹ͗ градѹ госпѡⷣства ни ѹ͗ но́вомь брь́д що ѥ би̏ла ||18 па́вла пе́трьбабикꙗ. 
и вь́споменѹ мольбнѣ госпѡⷣств ни да мѹ госпѡⷣство́ ни ѡно́зи потврьдїи. ||19 
мы̏ же млⷭрдїемь дви́жимїи и повелѣнїемь заповѣдїи во́дими, вѣ́ры радѝ того 
и̑ слѹжбы еже кь го||20спѡⷣствѹ ни вь то́гдашнѥе прилѹчи́вшеѥ се наⷨ врѣ́ме, 
121 Пурковић, Попис села, 139; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 133–134; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 393 and 396.
122 Пурковић, Попис села, 103; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 133–134; Živojinović, Le 
grand čelnik, 393 and 396.
123 М. Динић, За исторују рударства у 
средњевековној Србији и Босни, II, Belgrade 
1962, 22, 48 and 72; Н. Радојчић, Закон о 
рудницима деспота Стефана Лазаревића, 
Belgrade 1962.
124 On Novo Brdo see М. Динић, Ново Брдо, 
Старинар 5–6 (Belgrade 1956), 247–294; И. 
Здравковић, Археолошко-конзерваторски 
радови на Новом Брду од 1952–1956. годи­
не, Гласник Музеја Косова и Метохије 1 
(Приштина 1956), 329–342; Културна ри­
зница Србије, 497–499; В. Јовановић – С. 
Ћирковић – Е. Зечевић – В. Иванишевић – 
В. Радић, Ново Брдо, Belgrade 2004.
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бл͠говоли госпоⷣство ни про́симоѥ том и͗спль́||21нити, а͗ще бл͠говолить б͠ь и͗ прчⷭтаа 
бг͠ом͠ти и͗ пристѹпїиⷮ ѡ͗на́зи землꙗ̀ коꙗ е ѿстѹпи́ла ѹ͗ трске рке, ||22 ѡпеть ѹ 
рѹке госпѡⷣства ми и̑ сн͠овь госпоⷣства ми. тѣ́мже и͗ потврьжⷣаеть госпоⷣство ни 
хрїсо́вль ||23 ст͠опочи́вшаго г͠на и͗ роди́телꙗ ми де́спота сте́фана, цр͠ко́вь бл͠говѣще́нїа 
прчⷭтїе влчⷣце на́ше б͠це и͗ се́||24ла вы́шереⷱн́наа и͗ кѹ́кю ѹ͗ гра̀д ѹ́ но́вомь брь́дѹ да 
си имаа ѹ͗ вѣ́чнѹ ба́щин себѣ̀ до свога живота, ||25 а͗ по своѡ́и сьмрь́ти на кога 
ѡ͗ста́вїи, или на сьро́дника, или инога кога, да мѹ госпѡⷣство ни не потво́||26рїи, 
како мѹ е записа́но и͗ ѹ͗таѯано ѹ͗ хрїсовлю с͠топочи́вшаго г͠на и͗ роди́телꙗ мое́го 
де́спота сте́фана ||27 и̑ да мѹ се не ѿни́ми̏ ни за е͗дно сьгрѣше́нїе кромѣ невѣ́ре докле 
ѥ̀ госпоⷣство ни срьблѥⷨ господарь и͗ госпоⷣ||28ства ни с͠нове. молю̀ е͗го́же и͗зво́лить б͠ь 
по мнѣ̀ госпѡⷣствовати и̑ намѣ́стникѹ бы́ти прѣстол ||29 госпоⷣства ми, или сн͠ѹ 
госпоⷣства ми, или комѹ ѿ сьродникь госпѡⷣства ми, или иномѹ комѹ, сїе́ ||30 
мѹ не потво́ренѹ бы́ти, нь̀ па́че потврьжⷣенѹ ꙗ͗ко́же и͗ азь не потвориⷯ прѣ́жⷣе мене 
бывшїиⷯ ц͠рь̏ и госпоⷣь̏ ||31 срь́бскыиⷯ, нь̀ па́че потврьди́хь. аще ли кто̀ дрь́знеть сїа̀ 
разори́ти или поврѣди́ти вы́ше писа́ннаа го||32споⷣством ни, таковаго да разо́рить 
г͠ь вьсѐдрьжи́тель, и͗ вьмѣ́сто по́мощи, да мѹ ѥ съпь́рница прчⷭтаа ||33 бг͠ом͠ти и͗ 
вьсѐнепорѡ́чнаа влчⷣца, и͗ да  ѥⷭ про́клеть ѿ си́лы чтⷭнаагѻ и͗ животворе́щаго крⷭта, 
и͗ ѿ с͠тїихꙿ ||34 и͗ вьсѐхва́лныиⷯ врьхѻ́вныиⷯ в͠і а͗пⷭль̏, и͗ ѿ ти͠і ст͠ыиⷯ и͗ б͠гоно́сныиⷯ ѿць̏ 
иже въ никѥ́и, и͗ ѿ всⷯѣ с͠тїиⷯ иже ||35 ѿ вѣка б͠ѹ ͗годи́вшїиⷯ, амїнъ. записа́ше се и͗ 
ѹ͗тврьди́ше се сїа̀ вьса̀ вы́ше писа́ннаа въ лⷮѣ ҂ѕцли, ||36 и͗ндїктїѡ́н и.
||37 † МИЛОСТЇ(Ю) БОЖЇ(ЕЮ) Г(ОСПОДИ)НЬ С(РЬБЛѤ)МЬ ДЕСПѠТЬ 
ГЮРГЬ
SlAvic chArter no. 3
ACT OF THE ČELNIK RADIČ GRANTING TO KASTAMONITOU A 
yEARLy SUBSIDy OF 20 LITRAI OF SILVER AND BECOMING A NEW 
FOUNDER (KTITOR) OF THE MONASTERy
 
6939 (September 1, 1430 – August 31, 1431), indiction 10th
Type OF THE aCT: писание (l. 1).
DEsCrIpTION: Original written on parchment  with semi-uncial script and the 
normal for this type of script abbreviations (see pl. nos. 7–8). Dimensions 48 X 37 
cm. There are two cross-shaped perforations in the upper section of the charter. 
The ink is brown and has faded significantly.
aNaLysIs: The hegoumenos of Kastamonitou, Neophytos, visited the čelnik Radič 
and requested him to provide financial support for the restoration of the monastery 
(l. 1–11). Radič officially accepts to be a new founder (ktitor) of Kastamonitou and 
grants to the monastery an annual subsidy of 20 litrai of silver. For receiving this 
sum Kastamonitou must send every year a special delegation which is expected 
to arrive at Radič’s residence around April 23rd. The 20 litrai of silver should be 
used for the purchase of wheat and other aliments (l. 12–18). After Radič’s death 
instead of the subsidy the monastery will receive an annual income collected from 
seven of Radič’s villages. The names of these villages are not specified. The donor 
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also promises that after his death Kastamontiou will obtain half of his shares in the 
mines of Rudnik and Kamenica. The other half must be delivered to the monastery 
of St. George at Vračevštica (l. 19–26). Date. 
sIgNaTUrEs: The act has neither a signature nor a seal.
DaTINg: September 1, 1430 – August 31, 1431 (6939), indiction 10th. The date is 
written on l. 27: лѣто ҂ѕцлѳ, индїктїѡнъ і. There is no discrepancy between the 
year and the number of the indiction125.
MENTIONED DOCUMENT: Chrysobull (господски хрисовль, l. 20) issued in favour 
of Radič by his suzerain and referring to seven unnamed villages which the latter 
bequeaths to Kastamonitou.
BIBLIOgrapHy: See the bibliography of our act no. 1.
EDITIONs: Стојановић, Стари српски хрисовуљи, 34, no. 5; Новаковић, Законски 
споменици, 548–549; А. Соловјев, Одабрани споменици српског права (од XII 
до краја XV века), Belgrade 1926, 200–201, no. 116.
prOsOpOgrapHy: For the čelnik raDIč see the prosopography of our act no. 1.
TOpOgrapHy: On the villages of rUDNIk and kaMENICa and the monastery of 
VraćEVšNICa see entries no. 8.3 and 8.6 in the topographical comment of our act 
no. 1.
TexT:
† въ име ѡц͠а и͗ сн͠а и͗ ст͠го д͠ха, да ѥⷭ вь свⷣѣнїе вьса́комѹ прⷣѣ ко́га се ѡ͗во́зи писа́нїе 
и͗знесе, ||2 ꙗа̏, че́лникь радиⷱ пи́шѹ сїа̀, како прїиде к на́мь чтⷭныи въ сщ͠еннои͗нѡ́коⷯ 
и͗гмен ||3 храма ст͠го а͗плⷭа и͗ прьвомⷱнка и͗ а͗рхїдїа́кѡна сте́фана, кѵⷬ неѡ́фиⷮ, вь 
ѡ͗битѣли ||4 ст͠ыѥ го́ры аѳѡ́на мѡ́настѝра рекомаго каста́мониⷮ, и͗ бесѣдова сь на́ми 
мо||5льбнѣ, да бисмо иⷨ были помѡщници на вьзⷣвигнѹ́тїе и ѡб[но]влѥнїе ст͠го ||6 
[... 15-20 ...]мь не прѣзрѣсмо, нь примисмо сь ѹ[... 8-10 ...]г͠о ||7 [... 15-20 ...]о и 
крѣ́пимо с͠тїи мѡнастѝрь елико […..] ||8 [….]ан[….]ь мѣсто хтїтѡра, сь въсакыиⷨ 
ѹ͗сръдїемь и͗ повинова́нїемь, ||9 ка́ко ѥⷭ ѡбычаи ст͠ыѥ гѡ́ры хтіторѹ повиновати 
се, и̑ ка́ко сїе запи́саль и по||10винль и̑гѹмень и̑ всѐ бра́тство ст͠го мѡнастѝра того̀ 
ѹ͗ свомь записа́нї, ||11 ѹ͗ то́мзи да прѣбыва́ю непрѣмѣнно ни́когда до́ндеⷤ стоиⷮ 
с͠тїи мѡнастїр. ||12 и еще ѹ͗та́ѯаⷯ ꙗ̏а, челникь радиⷱ да да́вамь ст͠ом мѡнастѝр на 
годище ||13 два̀десети литрь сребра, що иⷨ кѥ быти за хра̀н да си кѹп́ю жи́то. и 
||14 за ѡ͗вози да прихѡде всако̏ годище, ѻ͗ пра́зникѹ ст͠го вели́комⷱнка ||15 хⷭва̏ геѡⷬгїа 
да си ѡ͗но́зи ѹ͗зимаю̏.  и ѡ͗во́зи да еⷭ непрѣмѣ́нно на всакѡ̏ ||16 годїще, ѡ͗свѣнь 
инога що кю̏ пома́гати и͗ крѣпити ст͠ыи монастиⷬ ||17 и͗ подви́зати елика ми рѹка̀ 
пода́ваа, ѡ͗вози да бѹ́де тврьдо и неко||18лѣбимо донде смь живь. по прѣшьстви 
же мое́мь еже кь г͠ѹ да си ||19 имаа ст͠ыи мѡнастѝрь ре́комїи кастамѡнитскыи 
ѡⷣ моиⷯ сель сеⷣмь ||20 сель̏ що сѹ запи́сана ѹ͗ госпѡⷣскомь хрїсѡ́блѹ, въ мѣ́сто 
ѡнⷯѣзи два̏||21десети литрь, ѡ͗нѣмзи да се помагаа с͠тыи мѡнастирь, що дохо́дїи ||22 
ѡⷣ онехзи сеⷣмь сель̏. и дѣлове що имамь ѹ͗ рдникѹ, и͗ ко́ло що смь съ||23градиль 
ѹ͗ момь селѹ ѹ ка́менице. и ѡⷣ дѣловь и ѡⷣ ко́ла полови́нѹ да и͗||24маа ст͠ыи 
мѡнастѝрь кастамонитскыи що дохо́дїи, а͗ половина ||25 да ѥ мѡнастѝрѹ ст͠го 
великомⷱнка хⷭва̏ геѡⷬгїа на вракѥ́вщици. и ѡ͗во́||26зи да сто́и межюⷣ ни́ми тврьдо и͗ 
125 See Grumel, La chronologie, 262–263.
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непрѣмѣнно, до́ндⷤе стоѐ ѡба монастїра ||27 сїа̀ вы́ше писа́ннаа запи́саше се въ лⷮѣ 
҂ѕцлѳ, и͗ндїктїѡⷩ і.
SlAvic chArter no. 4
ACT OF THE GRAND ČELNIK RADIČ SANCTIONING HIS RIGHTS  
AS A NEW FOUNDER (KTITOR) OF KASTAMONITOU
May 22, 6941 (1433), indiction 11th
Type OF THE aCT: записание и ѹтвръждение (l. 56: записахѡм и ѹтврьдихѡм).
DEsCrIpTION: Two variants of the document are available.
VarIaNT 1 (see pl. nos. 9–11). Original written on parchment  with semi-uncial 
script and the normal for this type of script abbreviations. Dimensions 57 X 49 
cm. The ink is dark brown. A small unreadable brown wax seal can be seen in the 
middle of the lower margin.
VarIaNT 2 (see pl. no. 23): 19th century copy written on paper. Dimensions 56.5  
X 43.5 cm. The paper has been damaged by water and there are several large 
perforations in the middle of the horizontal folds. 
aNaLysIs: Theological introduction (l. 1–6). Having restored and renovated the 
monastery of Kastamonitou the grand čelnik Radič follows the advice of his spiritual 
father, the metropolitan of Arilje Mark, and issues the present charter which arranges 
the practical details in a case that he decides to become a monk in Kastamonitou. 
The document orders that the monastery should function as a cenobitic foundation, 
the hegoumenos should be elected by all the monks and should be supported by 
a council of six persons whose advices he must always take into consideration, 
except for spiritual issues. The monks are not allowed to keep in their cells neither 
personal possessions nor money unless this is explicitly permitted by the hegoumenos 
(l. 7–26). Radič had already donated to Kastamonitou silver liturgic vessels, incense 
burners (kadilnice and katzia), candlesticks, a Gospel with a metallic cover, books 
and liturgic garments for the priests. These objects cannot be sold, but if necessary 
they might be pawned for a certain period of time. The same is valid for the villages 
which Radič had donated to Kastamonitou in the vicinity of the Serbian mining 
centers at Rudnik and Novo Brdo. Radič promises to deliver to Kastamonitou 20 
litrai of silver each year, on the feast day of St. George. He also donates 2 more litrai 
per year for the needs of the monastery’s hospital. The monastery is obliged to accept 
Radič if he decides to become a monk, to obey his orders and to provide for him the 
necessary amenities. In this case Kastamonitou will keep on receiving the income 
from the villages donated by Radič, including the 2 litrai of silver for the hospital, but 
will cease receiving the 20 litrai provided by Radič in person (l. 26–40). The same 
arrangement will be valid if Radič dies before becoming a monk in Kastamonitou. 
The monastery is also obliged to accept after Radič’s death his spiritual father, the 
metropolitan of Arilje Mark, and to alow him to act as a hegoumenos (stroitel, l. 41) 
until the end of his life. Kastamonitou is also obliged to accept and accommodate 
Radič’s relatives and more specifically the sons of his brothers and sisters. If any of them 
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proves to be wise enough he should be promoted to the rank of an elder and supervisor of 
the monastery. If such a person denies to take part in the common affairs of the monastery 
he must, nevertheless, observe the cenobitic rules. The monastic congregation should 
also take care of all the guests of the monastery and accommodate them properly. After 
Radič’s death the monks are obliged to serve a mass in his memory every Thursday (l. 
41–51). Final confirmative clauses (l. 52–56). Date (l. 57). 
sIgNaTUrEs: The act has no signature but only a small, heavily damaged and 
unreadable wax seal.
DaTINg: May 22, 6941 (1433), indiction 11th. The date is written on l. 57: вь лѣто 
҂ѕц͠ма маїа к͠в, индїктон аі. There is no discrepancy between the year and the 
number of the indiction126.
BIBLIOgrapHy: See thе bibliography of act no. 1.
EDITIONs: Љ. Стојановић, Стари српски хрисовуљи, 34–36, no. 6; Новаковић, 
Законски споменици, 549–553 (without the theological introduction). A modern 
Serbian translation is available in Ђ. Трифуновић, Са светогорских извора, 
Belgrade 2004, 249–256.
rEMarks: The document is a sort of a founder’s typikon (in Slavic ustav) arranging 
the way in which the restored foundation was expected to function127.
prOsOpOgrapHy: The metropolitan of Arilje, Mark (l. 15–16), seems to be mentioned 
only in this document128.
TOpOgrapHy: The town of Arilje is situated southwest of Čačak and west of 
Kraljevo, about 15 km southeast of the town of Požega on the road leading to 
Ivanjica. It is well-known because of the church of St. Achileios (sveti Ahilije) 
which was erected by the Serbian king Stephen Dragutin (1276–1282) and was 
decorated with outstanding murals in Paleologan style in 1296129.
TexT:
† ги꙯ възлюбиⷯ бл͠голѣпїе дѡм твоего и мѣсто вьселѥнїа славы твоеѐ, реⷱ бжⷭтвныи 
двⷣь. ѿсѹд блженнѣишїи ѡнѝ, и х͠ѻлюбивїи м||2жїе вь древнїихь кѹпно, и͗ 
нн͠ꙗшнїихь родовѣхь, сїа сьматрающе, и кь бѹдщом блаженствѹ пррꙻочьскыими 
рково||3дствеми гл͠ы бжⷭтвныѥ хра̀ми, и͗ мл͠тьвныѥ доми, б͠ѹ же и б͠жїимь 
на высот ѹкраси́вше вьзвⷣигоше ѹ͗срь́дїе срьⷣчно ||4 топлот и͗ вѣр д͠шевнѹю, 
паче вьсакого злата и͗ камене чь́стна сьвьнесꙿше, и͗ тѣхь памети сьпрѣбы́вати. 
нн͠ꙗ же ||5 вь бдщемь крѣпцѣ вѣровавше, и͗ вь ра́дости г͠а свое́го вьни́ти, съ 
влкⷣою сьвѣчновати по нель́жномѹ ѡ͗бѣтованїю, ||6 ꙗ͗ко слѹ́гы сѹ́ще того̀ и͗ блази 
ра́би, и вѣ́рни строи́телѥ въвѣренаго комѹжⷣо слѹ́жбоначелїа. сего̀ радѝ и͗ мы̏ 
бл͠го||7чьстиваго и͗ с͠топочи́вшаго господї́на де́спота сте́фана ра́би, и̑ по е̑говѹ 
прѣста́влѥнїю, бл͠гочьстиваго и̑ х͠ѻ̏любиваⷢ ||8 срьблѥ́мь г͠на де́спота гю́рга та́кожⷣе 
ра́би и̑ послѹ́шници. азь че́лникь вели́кыи срь́бꙿскыи ради́чь поревноваⷯ ꙗ͗коⷤ ||9 
126 See Grumel, La chronologie, 262–263.
127 See В. Марковић, Ктитори, њихове 
дужности и права, Прилози за књижев-
ност, језик, историју и фолклор 5 (Belgrade 
1925), 103 and 111. The content of this act has 
been summarized in Serbian by G. Škrivanić in 
шкриванић, Властелинство, 136.
128 Спремић, Деспот Ђурађ Бранковић, 
204; М. Ивановић, Властела државе српских 
деспота (doctoral dissertation), Belgrade 2013, 
216–217 and 373.
129 Cf. Културна ризница Србије, 406–407.
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бл͠гочⷭтїа, иже прѣжⷣе на́сь бл͠гочⷭтивыиⷯ ѡ͗нѣхь мѹ́жеи, си́це и̑ добродѣтели тѣⷯ 
ника́коже ли́шень бы́ти, е͗лико по ||10 си́лѣ мое́и потрдих се, и̑ сьзда́х мѡнастѝрь иже 
вь ст͠ѣх го́рѣ, ст͠ом и͗ сла́вномѹ прьвомⷱнкѹ и̑ а͗рхїдїаконѹ х͠в а͗плⷭ сте||11фан, 
на мѣ́стѣ гл͠ѥмѣмь кастамони́ть, и̑ ина ѡ͗бновиⷯ и̑ сьзидаⷯ разо́ренаа и̑ сьградихь и̑ 
ѹ͗тврьдихь вь томь ст͠омь ||12 мѡнастѝр, поне́же бѣ́ше падшїи и вь запѹстенїе 
пришь́дыи. молим же се ст͠м и̑ сла́вном прьвомⷱникѹ, ꙗ̑коже вдо||13вїе двѐ ле́птѣ, 
сице и сїѐ малоѥ на́ше дароно́шенїе приѥ͗ти, и͗ вь врѣменнѣ и сїе́и жизни сьхранити и̑ 
сьблюдати, и͗ къ ||14 поль́зныиⷨ рѹ́ководꙿствовати и вь бѹ́дѹщїимь того̀ мл͠твами 
вѣчнаго ѡ͗ного и̑ прⷭносщнаго бл͠женꙿства наслѣдни||15кѡⷨ бы́ти. тѣмꙿже сь сьвѣтоⷨ 
и͗ бл͠говолѥ́нїемь г͠на и͗ ѡ͗ц͠а ми дх͠ѡвнаго прѣѡ͗сщ͠енаго митрѡⷫлїта а͗хїлꙿскаго куⷬ 
||16 ма́рка, ѹ͗ста́висмо си́цевыиⷨ ѡбразомь да бѹ́де ѡбщежи́тїе ͗ ст͠омь мѡнастѝр, 
напрѣжⷣе и͗гѹ́мень да се ста́выи и͗||17з мѡнастѝра, кога и͗збер сьбо́рнѣ и̑ полю́бе 
вса бра́тїа ѡбꙿще, и͗ да се изби́раю ше́сть чл͠кь добрѣⷯ сьбо́рникь кои се те ||18 с 
иг́менѡⷨ сьвѣ́товати и̑ строити рабо́те мѡнастирꙿске ма́ле и голѣ́ме, и̑ и̑гѹмень да 
не чинїи без ниⷯ сьвѣ́та ни ѥ́днⷪ||19га посла ни ма́ла ни вели́ка кромѣ д͠ховныѥ ве́щи. 
та́кожⷣе и͗ бра́тїа коꙗ се ѡ͗брѣтаю ѹ͗ с͠томь мѡнастѝр, да прѣбы́ваю ||20 ѹ͗ стра́х 
по за́повѣди б͠жїи, и͗ да не чине нищо ѡ̑ себѣ ни ма́ло ни вели́ко безь ѹ͗прошенї[а] 
ста́рѣѥга. и да ѥⷭ всеѡбще ||21 ꙗ̑денїе и̑ питїе и̑ ѡ͗дежⷣа, и̑ до ть[..]ыиⷯ до игле и͗ до 
конца̀ ни́що да не и͗маа ѹ͗ кѥлїи ѹ͗ сво[ѡ]и без блⷭвенїа ста́рѣега, ть́кмо ||22 що 
мѹ ста́рѣи блⷭвїи то́зи да дрьжїи и͗ да и͗маа ѹ͗ кѥлїи ѹ͗ своѡ́и. и що би тко ѿ 
бра́тїе и͗спроси́ль и͗лѝ ѹ͗ сьро́дника и͗лѝ ͗ иноⷢ ||23 кого̀, и͗лѝ свое си и͗манїе донесль, 
и͗лѝ и͗гѹмень и͗лѝ тко ѿ бра́тїе ѡ͗брѣтающим се вь ст͠омь мѡнастѝр, да не̏ во́лнь 
дрь||24жати е͗днь динарь ѹ͗ себе, тькмо да доно́сїи преⷣ и͗гѹ́мена и преⷣ сьбо́рнике, 
да що м ѡ͗ни блⷭве̏ и͗ подад то́зи да и͗маа. кто̀ схо||25кѥ прѣбывати вь ст͠омь 
мѡнастѝр, такози да чинїи. кто ли бѝ хтѣль и͗мѣнїе свое дрьжати, а͗ да прѣбы́ваа 
ѹ͗ мѡнастѝр ||26 та́ковїи да се не ѡ͗брѣте тѹ́и, ть́кмо ͗ гости́нско име да прѣнокюе, 
и͗ пакы̀ да си и͗зи́де кѹ́де хокѥ своиⷨ иманїемь. и що сьⷨ ||27 приложиⷧ ꙗ̏а челникь 
радиⷱ с͠тмⷹ мѡнастѝр сьсде сщ͠енне сре́брьне, кадилнице, кацїе, свѣщнике, блю́да, 
тетро̑еуⷢле ѡ͗коване, ||28 и̑ инаа кни́жїа, ѡ͗дежⷣе сщ͠енничьске хамѹхе, и̑ ине потрѣбе що 
се ѡ͗брѣтаю ѹ͗ ст͠омь мѡнастир, ѿ то́гази да нѣ̏ во́лнь никто̀ ||29 ни прода́ти ни 
заложи́ти, ни комⷹ даровати, про́сто рекше ни изне́сти на дво́рь и͗ ст͠го мѡнастира, 
кро́мѣ а͗ко се бѝ слѹ́чило съ||30тѣскнѥ́нїе и͗лѝ коꙗ̀ нѹжⷣа да се не имаю ни за́ що 
за и͗но задѣнѹти, ѹ͗ таковои врѣме да се заложе сь́сѹди а͗ да се не прода́дѹ догде 
се ||31 пакы̀ по́ врѣмени ѡⷣкѹпе̏. такожⷣе и͗ се́ла коꙗ сьⷨ приложиⷧ, и͗ ца́рин и͗ делове по 
са́шкиⷯ мѣ́стеⷯ, рекше ѹ͗ но́воⷨ брь́д и̑ ѹ͗ рдник ||32 тѣмжⷣе ѡбразѡⷨ да нѣ̏ волнь  нї 
и еднь преⷣстатель прода́ти, тъчїю ако се нѹжⷣа слѹчїи заложити до врѣмене догде 
се ѿкѹпїи. ||33 и докле смь живь ꙗ̏а че́лниⷦ радиⷱ, докле бѹⷣ ѹ͗ мирскѡⷨ прѣбыванїю, 
да да́вамь с͠том мѡнастѝр кастамониⷮскомⷹ на всако̏ го||34дище по двадесети лиⷮрь 
сребра ѡ͗ гюⷬгѥвѣ днѣ̀, ѹ͗ болниц по две̏ литрѣ сре́бра за е͗ѯѡⷣ болныиⷨ. аще ли ми 
се слѹчїи и͗ при||35дѹ вь ст͠ѹ го́р калогерѡⷨ ѹ свои мѡнастѝрь кастамѡнитскы̏, 
и͗лѝ ѹ͗схокю бы́ти ѹ͗ ст͠омь мѡнастѝр, илѝ  шме, илѝ индѣ̏ ||36 гдѐ, да ме 
ѥⷭ дльжнь ст͠ыи мѡнастѝрь послѹ́шати и͗ покои́ти сь вса́кыиⷨ бл͠говолѥ́нїеⷨ, що 
бде сь съвѣтѡⷨ ѡц͠а игмена и до́брыⷯ ||37 чл͠кь̏, и̑ к том ѿ се̏ль да сѝ ѹ͗зимаю 
дохѡⷣќь, а͗ сребро̑ що ѥ́ давано да не ищ. и ѡⷣ се́лскыиⷯ доходь̏кь да се даваа ѹ 
болниц по две̏ лиⷮре ||38 сребра дондⷤе сто́и ст͠ыи мѡнастиⷬ, да и͗мь е то́зи сребро за 
е͗ѯѡⷣ. такожⷣе и͗ дїаконїа да се даваа ѹ͗ болниц що се ѡ͗брѣтаа ͗ ст͠омь монастир 
||39 що кѥ доволно би́ти бо́лнїиⷨ како ͗таѯа̏ преⷣстатель. аще ли ми се слчи̏ конць 
менѣ челник радич въ мирскоⷨ прѣбыва́нїю, такожⷣе да б́де ||40 ѡ͗ селеⷯ и̑ ѡ͗ сребр 
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ꙗ͗коⷤ прѣжⷣе рекохѡⷨ. и по прѣшьствїю моемѹ къда бл͠гово́лиⷮ б͠ь, а͗ко при̏де ѹ͗ ст͠ыи 
мѡнастѝрь д͠ховниⷦ мои прѣѡ̑с͠щенныи ||41 митрѡⷫлїть а͗хиⷧскыи куⷬ марко, въмѣсто 
мене ѡнь да бде строитель ѹ͗ с͠тоⷨ мѡнастѝр догде е живь. такожⷣе и̑ ѡ сьро́дницеⷯ 
моиⷯ, ре́кше ||42 бра́танце и̑ сестри́чикѥ, а͗ко прїиде кто ѿ ниⷯ калогѥрѡⷨ, да иⷯ ѥ длⷤьнь 
с͠тыи мѡнастѝрь прїимиⷮ и͗ покоиⷮ како то и̑ дрг братїю монастїрⷭк̏. ||43 аще ли кто 
ѡ͗брѣщет се ѿ ниⷯ раз́мичнь и͗ добрь строи́тель никокїрнь мѡнастѝрѹ, та́ковыи 
сь съвѣтѡⷨ и͗ бл͠говолѥнїеⷨ бра́тꙿскыⷨ да по||44ста́влꙗет се ста́рѣи. аще ли та́ковыи не 
ѡ͗брѣщет се да прѣбываеⷮ сь бра́тїами ѡ͗бще и͗ дїаконїѡⷨ. еще длⷤьно ѥⷭ въспоменти 
͗ ѡ͗бщеⷨ ||45 жи́тї. иг́мень и͗ бра́тїа монастир͠скаа и̑ и͗нїи кои прихо́де го́стїе добрѝ 
чл͠ци и̑ ина̏ бра́тїа нигде́ да се дїаконїа не и͗зе́даа кро́мѣ тра́пезе. ||46 и ѹ͗ болници 
и болныиⷨ ть́чїю кьⷣ се прилѹчїи нѣкои го́сть до́брь чл͠кь, да мѹ се ѡⷣне́се вино по 
трапезе ѹ͗ кѥлїю да мⷹ се послѹ́жїи колико реⷱ ||47 и͗г́мень. и кои годе се прилѹчїи 
пришьдыи нѣкои до́брь чл͠кь и͗лѝ калогерь и͗ли бѣльць всакога да е дльжнь с͠тыи 
мѡнастиⷬ при̏мити ||48 с почьстїю и͗ ѹ͗покоити и ѡⷣпроводиⷮ съ вса́кыиⷨ потьщанїеⷨ и͗ 
бл͠говолѥ́нїеⷨ, за́ради ѥ тази наи̑прьваа по́чьсть и͗ по́лза бра́тїаⷨ живщиⷨ ||49 въ с͠тоⷨ 
мѡнастѝр. и еще молиⷨ и̑ миль се дѣѥⷨ ѡ͠ц игмен и̑ ѡ̑ хѣⷭ братїамь живѹщїиⷨ 
вь с͠томь мѡнастир, и̑ ѡ͗брѣ́тающиⷨ се ||50 въ тогаⷣшнѥе врѣме. по прѣшьствїю 
моемь кь г͠ѹ да ми се поѐ бжтⷭвнаа луⷮргїа ͗ всакы̏ чеⷮврьткь с ко́ливѡⷨ и̑ приле́вкѡⷨ, 
и͗ съ всакыиⷨ ||51 ѹ͗покоенїемь бра́тꙿскыиⷨ, ꙗ͗ко же ми се сте ѡ͗беща́ли. мо́лимь и͗ 
миль се дѣ́емь ꙗ̑ко господе и бра́тїе ѡ̑ хѣⷭ, сїем на́шемѹ писанї ||52 не потворен 
быти, нъ паче потврьжⷣен, е͗гоже бл͠говолиⷮ б͠ь бы́ти строи́телю с͠томѹ мѡнастир. 
аще лѝ кто дръзнеть ||53 на́ш па́меть ѹ͗га́сити въ ст͠омь мѡнастѝр, и̑ самь 
себе грѣхь наслѣдовати, таковаго да разорить г͠ь б͠ь въсѐдрьжи́тель вьси̏ вѣкь 
||54 и͗ вь б́дщїи, и̑ въместо по́мощи да мѹ е сьпьрница прчⷭтаа б͠гом͠ти и͗ с͠тыи 
пръвомⷱнкь и̑ а̑рхїдїаконь х͠вь а͗плⷭь сте́фань вь д͠нь ||55 стра́шнаго и͗спита́нїа, и͗ да 
ѥⷭ причте́нь іѹ́де и̑ арїи, и̑ тѣмь иже рекоше вьзмѝ распнѝ, крьвь е͗го на наⷭ и͗ на 
чедѣхь на́шихь. ||56 и сїа̀ выше пи́саннаа записа́хѡⷨ и͗ ѹ͗тврьдихѡⷨ сь прѣѡ͗с͠щенныиⷨ 
г͠номь и͗ д͠хѡ́вникѡⷨ митрѡⷫлїтѡⷨ а͗хилскыиⷨ куⷬ ма́ркѡⷨ. ||57 вь лѣто ҂ѕц͠ма маїа к͠в, 
и̑ндїкто аі.
APPENDIX
SLAVIC CHARTERS OF THE ČELNIK RADIČ PRESERVED IN OTHER 
ATHONITE ARCHIVES AND OUTSIDE MOUNT ATHOS
SlAvic chArter no. 5
ACT OF DONATION OF THE ČELNIK RADIČ GRANTING TO THE 
MONASTERy OF VATOPEDI THE VILLAGE OF BELO POLJE NEAR THE 
MORAVA RIVER IN CENTRAL SERBIA
March 28, 6940 (1432)
Type OF THE aCT: свѣдетелство (l. 1).
DEsCrIpTION: Original written on paper  with semi-uncial script and the normal for 
this type of script abbreviations. Dimensions 21 X 22.5 cm.
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aNaLysIs: The hegoumenos of Vatopedi, Theophanes, visited the grand čelnik 
Radič who requested him to be accepted in his monastery as an adelphatarios, 
i.e. as a holder of an adelphaton. For this reason Radič donates to Vatopedi 100 
golden ducats, the village of Belopolje near the Morava River and 8 mŭtii of 
vineyards situated at an unspecified location. In return he is given the permission 
to use Vatopedi’s wharf for unloading and sheltering the ship of Kastamonitou. 
Date. The document has been issued in the castle of Nekudim.
sIgNaTUrEs: The act has neither a signature nor a seal.
DaTINg: 6940 (1432), March 28. The date is written on l. 20: въ лѣто ҂ѕцм мⷭца 
мартїа ки.
BIBLIOgrapHy: See the bibliography of act no. 1.
EDITIONs: Laskaris, Vatopédi, 181–182, no. 7.
rEMarks: The adelphaton was a lifelong pension provided and guaranteed by a 
monastery130, but it is absolutely clear that Radič was not directly interested in 
acquiring an adelphaton in Vatopedi. What he needed and obtained from the 
hegoumenos of Vatopedi, Theophanes, was the permission to use the port facilities 
of Vatopedi for the needs of Kastamonitou and mainly for sheltering its ship. 
Kastamonitou is situated at an altitude of about 300 m above the sea level in a 
hilly district around 2 km away from the south coast of the Holy Mountain, while 
Vatopedi is built on its north coast. The distance between the two monasteries is 
less than 7 km. The arrangement described in our act, which would have been 
pointless if Kastamonitou was erected on the sea shore, was necessary for at least 
two reasons: 
1. Because of the danger that every ship faces when circumnavigating the southern 
tip of Mount Athos131.
2. Because of the widespread piracy, a phenomenon endemic to the northern 
Aegean Sea during the 14th and 15th century132.
A similar transaction is known to have taken place in 1422 when the Athonite 
monastery of Alypiou allowed the Russian monastery of St. Panteleimon, which 
was initially constructed at a landlocked location about 2.5 km north of the south 
130 Cf. М. Живоjиновић, Аделфати у Ви­
зантиjи и средњевековноj Србиjи, ЗРВИ 11 
(1968), 241–270; eadem, Монашки аделфати 
на Светoj Гори, Зборник Филозофског фа­
култета у Београду ХІІ/1 (Belgrade 1974), 
291–303; Ἰ. Κονιδάρης, Νομικὴ θεώρηση τῶν 
μοναστηριακῶν τυπικῶν, Athens 1984, 223–230; 
A. Laiou-Thomadakis, Economic Activities of 
Vatopedi in the Fourteenth Century, Ἱερὰ Μονὴ 
Βατοπεδίου. Ἱστορία καὶ τέχνη, Athens 1999, 66–
72; C. Pavlikianov, The Mediaeval Aristocracy on 
Mount Athos, Sofia 2001, 148–149 and 189–197; 
K. Smyrlis, La fortune des grands monastères 
byzantins (fi n du Xe – milieu du XIVe siècle, Paris 
2006, 138–145; C. Pavlikianov, The Athonite 
Monastery of Vatopedi from 1462 to 1707. The 
Archivе Evidence, Sofia 2008, 62–64.
131 The best illustration of this danger is the 
destruction of Xerxes’s fleet commanded by 
Mardonius in a storm off the coast of Athos 
in 492 B. C. (Herodotus, Historiae, VI.44 and 
VII.22). See also B. Isserlin – R. Jones – S. 
Papamarinopoulos – J. Uren, The Canal of Xerxes 
on the Mount Athos Peninsula: Preliminary 
Investigations in 1991–2, The Annual of the 
British School at Athens 89 (1994), 277–284.
132 On the piracy around Athos cf. М. Живоjи-
новић, О нападима Tурака на Свету Гору на 
основом византијских извора, Југословенски 
историјски часопис 1–2 (Belgrade 1979), 5–19; 
C. Pavlikianov, Mount Athos and the Peril from 
the Sea, Captain and Scholar. Papers in memory 
of Demetrios I. Polemis, Andros (Greece) 2009, 
215–226.
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coast of the Athonine peninsula, to use its wharf at Kaliagra on the north coast of 
Athos133.
The term mŭtŭ (мьть) or mŭtija (мътїи, l. 16) was a unit of measurement of surface 
which corresponded to the Byzantine modios (μόδιος). In mediaeval Serbia it was 
used exclusively for measuring the surface of agricultural terrains and vineyards134.
prOsOpOgrapHy: 
1. For the čelnik Radič see the prosopography of act no. 1.
2. The hegoumenos of Vatopedi, Theophanes (l. 5), seems to be mentioned only in 
this document. 
TOpOgrapHy: For the village of Belo Polje see entry 5.1 in the topographical 
comment of act no. 1 and map no. 5.
TExT:
† понѥ́же сїа пи́ш въ свⷣѣтелꙿство въсѣмь, азь рабь и послшниⷦ ||2 гⷭна ми 
деспота срьбскаго гюрга и гжⷣе деспотице кѥра̀ ири́не и сно̀вь госпоⷣ-||3ства ихь, 
челникь великы радичь. нѣкогда прїи́доше црⷭкаго ||4 монастира о̑битѣли прѣчⷭтыѥ 
бгомтре ватопедꙿскыѥ чтⷭнѣи́ши ||5 въ сщенноинокѡⷯ и̑гѹмень куⷬ ѳеофа́нь, и мы̏ 
потрѣбова́смо ||6 чтⷭныѥ е͗гѡ̀ стынѥ да бѹдемо братїа монасти́рска и̑ адръфа-
||7тарїе. и ѡ͗ни̑ съ всакымь ѹ̑сръдїемь и любовїю приѥ́ше. и дадо-||8ше ни кѥлїе 
͗ стомь монастир и̑ а̑дрьфата и еще и̑ приста-||9нище кора́б стго монастира 
кастамони́тꙿскаго да се растова-||10рать ѡ̑нде́зи кора̀бь и̑ и̑звла́чить на схо. и мы̏ 
дадосмо блⷭве-||11нїе стом мона-||12стир сто̑ дка́ть златыⷯ и̑ прило́жисмо сто-
||13мѹ монастир ѿ на́шиⷯ селъ ба́щинскыхь, е͗дно се́ло бѣло-||14полѥ на̀ моравѣ сь 
всакымь оправданїемь и̑ доходци ||15 щ͠о е͗сть намь доходило, и̑ на дрѹгомь мѣстѣ 
ѿ нашега ||16 вино́града приложисмо ѡсмь мътїи, да си и̑маю и се́ло ||17 и̑ виноградь 
твръдо и непоколѣбимо на въса́к во́лю свою̀ ||18 и̑ да си ставеть калогера своига 
кои хо́щеть онѣмзи ѡбла́-||19дати и̑ дохо́дкы монасти́рскыѥ сьби́рати. и записашеⷭ 
||20 сїа въ лѣто ҂ѕцм мⷭца мартїа ки,  нек́дим.
SlAvic chArter no. 6
ACT OF THE DESPOT GEORGE BRANKOVIĆ, CONFIRMING THE 
DONATION OF THE VILLAGE OF BELO POLJE IN CENTRAL SERBIA 
WHICH THE ČELNIK RADIČ HAD MADE TO VATOPEDI
Shortly after March 28, 1432
TypE OF THE aCT: хрисовль (l. 36).
DEsCrIpTION: Original written on parchment  with semi-uncial script and the 
abbreviations normal for this type of script (see pl. nos. 12–15). Dimensions 48 X 33 cm. 
133 Archives de l’Athos XII, Actes de Saint-
Pantéléèmôn, ed. P. Lemerle, G. Dagron, and S. 
Ćirković, Paris 1982, 129–133, act no. 19. Cf. 
also Živojinović, Le grand čelnik, 400.
134 See Ђ. Даничић, Рјечник из књижевних 
старина српских, ІІ, Belgrade 1863 (reprint 
Graz 1962), 100–101. On the size of the Byzantine 
modios and its variations cf. E. Schilbach, 
Byzantinische Metrologie, Munich 1970, 56–73.
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The cross at the beginning of the the text, the capital letter М after it, and the initial 
capital letter Т on l. 7 are written with red ink. A red wax seal with diameter 9 
cm is attached to the lower margin of the document with a silk cord (merinthos). 
Its inscription reads: † ВЬ ХРІСТА Б(О)ГА ВЕРНИ И ХР(І)СТОЛЮБИВИ 
ГОСПОДИНЬ СРЬБЛЕМ И ПОДНАВИ ГЮРГЬ.
aNaLysIs: Theological introduction (l. 1–12). The čelnik Radič visited the despot 
George Branković, and requested him to confirm a donation which he had made to 
the monastery of Vatopedi. Radič had bequeathed to this Athonite foundation the 
village of Belo Polje in the vicinity of the Morava River and 8 mŭtii of vineyards 
at an unspecified location. Branković satisfies his request (l. 12–26). Final 
confirmative clauses (l. 26–36). Date (l. 36–37).
sIgNaTUrEs (l. 38): The signature of the despot George Branković, is written 
with red letters by a specialised scribe and belongs to the type known as vjaz or 
Ligaturschrift. 
NOTEs ON THE rEar: 
1. Χρυσόβουλλος Γεωργίου Δεσπότου ||2 ὁποῦ ἀφιέρωσεν ἕνα χωρίον ||3 εἰς τὸ 
μέρος τοῦ Νύση καλού||4μενον Ἀσπρόπολιν πλησίον ||5 εἰς τὴν Μωράβαν.
2. Ἀριθ(μός) 80.
DaTINg: 6940 (September 1, 1431 – August 31, 1432), indiction 9th. The date is 
written on l. 36–37: въ лѣто ҂ꙅцм, и͗ндїктон і. There is no discrepancy between 
the year and the number of the indiction135.
BIBLIOgrapHy: See the bibliography of act no. 1.
EDITIONs: Laskaris, Vatopédi, 182–183, no. 8.
rEMarks: On the term mŭtija (l. 26) see our remarks to act no. 5.
prOsOpOgrapHy: For the čelnik Radič see the prosopography of act no. 1.
TOpOgrapHy: For the village of Belo Polje see entry 5.1 in the topographical 
comment of act no. 1 and map no. 5.
TexT:
† мнѡ̑ю црїе црⷭтвѹють, и͗ си́лнїи власти прѣдрь́жеть, реⷱ прѣмⷹдрыⷨиꙸ соломѡнⷨоꙸ црь 
вѣкѡⷨ ||2 въсѐдрьжи́тель гь, и͗ понеⷤ врѣме́нное сїѐ црⷭтво приѥхѡⷨ ѿ крѣпкыѥ того̀ 
ркы, и͗ въ-||3сѐ бога́тїе блгости, пѡⷣбаеть и͗ поⷣбїю того̀ пое́лико мо́щно ро́жеⷣнном 
еⷭствⷭ (sic!) ||4 поⷣбити се, ѿврьза́ющом рк, и́ насы́щающом вьсако живо́тно 
блговолѥ́-||5нїа ꙗ͗ко да не ть́чїю врѣменномѹ сем̑ црⷭтвїю прѣетници бѹ́деⷨ, нь̀ и͗ 
вѣчномⷹ ||6 наслѣ́дници, ѿ еже ѿсѹ́д бго͗стре́нїа, въвѣреннаго на́мь слѹ́жбоначе́лїа. 
||7 тѣ́мже и͗ азь вь хаⷭ ба млⷭтїю бжїею блговѣ́рныи и͗ холю́бивыи гпⷭодинь срьблѥⷨ 
||8 и͗ зе́тѣ де́споть гю́ргь, съ бгодарова́нныими сновы гⷭпⷣства ми, подарованⷩо-||9мѹ 
ми ѿ влкⷣы мое́го ха са́на же и власти, и͗ сьдръжителю ми бы́вш дрьжа-||10ви и͗ 
прѣсто́лѹ гⷭпⷣтва срь́бскыѥ землѥ и͗ зе́тскыѥ, поревнова́хь ꙗ͗ко же блго-||11чтⷭїа 
иже прѣжеⷣ мене бы́вшїиⷯ блгочьстивыиⷯ госпѡⷣ срь́бꙿскыиⷯ, си́це и͗ до-||12бродѣ́тели 
тѣⷯ никако же ли́шень бы́ти. сего̀ радѝ пи́шеⷮ гⷭпⷣтво ми въ ||13 свⷣѣнїе вьсѣмь, по 
прѣста́влѥнїи блгочьстиваго и͗ хѡлю́биваго и͗ са-||14модръжа́внаго гнⷣа и роди́телꙗ 
135 See Grumel, La chronologie, 262–263.
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мое́го стопочившаго де́спота сте́фана ||15 пришьⷣшѹ ми въ бгодарова́нню землю̀ 
гⷭпⷣтва срь́бскаго, и прѣемник ми ||16 бы́вшѹ дръжавы и͗ прѣсто́ла е͗го̀, ка́ко прїиде 
прⷣѣ гⷭпⷣтво ми почте́нїи ||17 и͗ вѣ́рныи властели́нь гⷭпⷣтва ми челникь вели́кыи радиⷱ, и͗ 
въспо́менѹ мѡ-||18льбнѣ гⷭпⷣтв ми да сѝ прило́жїи ѿ сель своиⷯ си е͗дно село стом 
мѡнастир ||19 ваѳопеⷣском до́м прчⷭтїе бгомтре, що м ѥ запи́сало гⷭпⷣтво ми за 
нѥ-||20гов вѣ́р ѹ͗ вѣ́́́́́́́́́́чнѹ̏ ба́щин. мы̏ же млрⷭдїемь дви́жимыи, и͗ повелѣ́-||21нїемь 
за́повѣдїи во́димыи, вѣры раⷣ того̀ и͗ слѹжбы еже къ гⷭпⷣств ми, ||22 блговолѝ 
гⷭпⷣтво ми про́симое том̀ и͗спль́нити. тѣ́мже и͗ потврьжⷣа-||23е́ть гⷭпⷣтво ми че́лникѹ 
вели́ком ради́чю, що̏ ѥⷭ приложиⷧ село̑ стомѹ ||24 црⷭком мѡнастир до́м прчⷭтыѥ 
бгомтре ваѳопедꙿскыѥ, глѥмое ||25 бѣлопо́лѥ на моравѣ, съ всѣмь ѡ͗пра́вданїемь 
и͗ сино́ри села̀ того̀, и͗ ѡⷣ сво-||26га вино́граⷣ що е приложи́ль ѡ͗сꙿмь мьтїи лозїа, та́зи 
да с тврьда и͗ непо-||27колѣбима стом мѡнастѝр ваѳопедꙿском, по прѣложени 
же мое́го ||28 живота по повелѣ́нї сьзаⷣтелѥв, молю̀ е͗гоже аще блгово́лить бь ||29 
моего прѣсто́ла сьдрьжи́телю бы́ти, и͗лѝ снове гⷭпⷣтва ми, и͗лѝ ѿ сьро́-||30дникь гⷭпⷣтва 
ми, и͗лѝ кого̀ иного ѿ блгочьстивыиⷯ, ꙗ͗ко да сьхра́нить ||31 сїа̀ прѣⷣреⷱннаа, да бѹⷣть 
тврь̑да и͗ непоколѣ́бима, аще ли кто̀ дрь́знеⷮ ||32 завистїю дїа́волѥю разара́ти что̀ ѿ 
си́хь вы́шеписа́нныиⷯ таковыи ||33 да ѥⷭ проклѥть ѿ га ба вьсѐдръжи́телꙗ, и͗ ѿ прⷱтїе 
его бгомтере и͗ ѿ ||34 си́лы чтⷭнаго и͗ животво́рещаго крⷭта, и͗ ѿ всѣⷯ стїиⷯ иже ѿ вѣка 
б ѹ͗го́-||35жⷣьшїихь, и͗ вьмѣ́сто по́мощи да м ѥсть сьпь́рница прчⷭтаа бгомти ||36 
на страшномь и͗спи́танїю. и͗ писа се сїѝ хрїсовль въ лѣто ҂ꙅцм, ||37 и͗ндїкто, і.
||38 † МИЛОС(Т)ЇЮ Б(О)ЖЇЕ(Ю) Г(ОСПОДИ)НЬ СР(Ь)БЛЕ(МЬ) ДЕСПѠТЬ 
ГЮРГЬ
SlAvic chArter no. 7
ACT OF THE DESPOT GEORGE BRANKOVIĆ, CONFIRMING THE 
DONATION OF THE VILLAGE OF GORNJA PEŠČANICA NEAR 
BRANIČEVO WHICH THE ČELNIK RADIČ HAD MADE TO THE 
ATHONITE MONASTERy OF ST. PAUL
[after July 1429]
Type OF THE aCT: not specified in the text.
arCHIVaL NUMBEr in the archives of St. Paul: 21 (1).
DEsCrIpTION: Original written on parchment  with semi-uncial script and the 
normal for this type of script abbreviations (see pl. nos. 16–20). Dimensions 26 X 
44 cm. The cross at the beginning of the the text, the capital letter П after it, and 
the capital letters Т on l. 7 and И on l. 11 are written with red ink. An elliptical 
red wax seal with diameter 8–8.5 cm and printed surface 6.5–7 cm is attached 
to the lower margin of the document with a silk cord (merinthos). Its inscription 
reads: † В ХРІСТА Б(О)ГА БЛ(А)ГОВѢРНИ И ХР(И)СТОЛЮБИВИ ГОСПОД(И)Н 
СРЬБЬЛЕМ И ПОДНАВИЮ ГЮРЬГЬ.
aNaLysIs: Theological introduction (l. 1–10). The grand čelnik Radič visited the 
despot George Branković, and requested him to confirm a donation which he 
had made to the monastery of St. Paul. Radič had bequeathed to this Athonite 
foundation the village of Gornja (Upper) Peščanica in the vicinity of Braničevo. 
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Branković satisfies his request (l. 10–21). Final confirmative clauses (l. 21–33). 
sIgNaTUrEs (l. 34): The signature of the despot George Branković, is written 
with red letters by a specialised scribe and belongs to the type known as vjaz or 
Ligaturschrift.
NOTE ON THE rEar: †  бранічев село песчанїца.
DaTINg: The act bears no date. D. Sindik dates it to 1430136, while according to M. 
Živojinović the only certain thing is that it was promulgated after July 1429 when 
George Branković was promoted to the rank of a despot137.
BIBLIOgrapHy: G. Čremošnik, Studije za srednjovekovnu diplomatiku i sigilografiju 
južnih Slovena, Građa Akademije nauka Bosne i Hercegovine 22, Sarajevo 1976, 
140–141, pl. VII; Д. Синдик, Српске повеље у светогорском манастиру 
Светог Павла, Мешовита грађа (Miscellanea), vol. 6 (Историјски институт. 
Грађа, vol. 17), Belgrade 1978, 195–196, act no. 7; [Ἀ.-Αἰ. Ταχιάος], Θησαυροὶ 
τοῦ Ἁγίου Ὄρους. Ἱστορικὰ ἀρχεῖα. 15. Σλαβικὰ ἔγγραφα, Thessalonica 1997, 
557, no. 15.2. See also the bibliography of act no. 1.
EDITIONs: Стојановић, Стари српски хрисовуљи, 5, no. 4; Новаковић, Законски 
споменици, 531–532.
prOsOpOgrapHy: For the čelnik Radič see the prosopography of act no. 1.
TOpOgrapHy: For the village of Gornja Peščanica see entry 2.5–6 in the topographical 
comment of act no. 1 and map no. 1.
TexT:
† понѥже вьса́комѹ слове́сномѹ͗ ѥⷭствѹ желателно ѥⷭ прибли́жити се бзѣ, и͗ ѿ 
тⷣ ||2 е͗лико вьзможно ѡ͗сїавати се бжⷭтьвныиⷨ свѣтѡⷨ, вѣрою, добрѡдѣ́телми, ||3 
млⷭтынꙗми, е͗ли́ка кь бжїю ѹ͗гожⷣе́нїю вьзво́деⷮ чл͠ка, имиже вьзмѡ́жно ѥⷭ ||4 полѹчи́ти 
вѣ́чныиⷯ блгь наслажⷣе́нїе, да не вса̀ ꙗ͗же зд̑ѣ пль́ти ѡꙷста́виⷨ, ||5 нь вь вѣ́чнѡⷨ житїи 
скро́вище себѐ съста́вимь, ꙗ͗ко́же и͗ и прⷺждѐ наⷭ бы́вшїи ||6 црїе и̑ господа̀, ѡ̑ сеⷨ тьща́нїе 
и͗мѹ́ще иꙷ зⷣѣ бл͠гочтⷭно пожи́вше, и тамо́-||7шнїиⷯ блгь наслажда́ют се. тѣ́мже и͗ азь 
вь ха ба блговѣрныи и͗ хрїсто-||8любы́выи гнь срьблѥⷨ деспѡⷮ гюрⷢ, вьсесрⷣчное жела́нїе 
и͗ тьща́нїе ѡ̑ сеⷨ и͗-||9мѣѥ, еже црквы бжⷭтьвныѥ крⷺпи́ти и͗ по́чтⷭь имь вьзⷣава́ти, 
вь ||10 просще́нїе и͗ по́лзѹ дши свое́и, и̑ вь ѹ͗тврьжⷣе́нїе и͗ по́чтⷭь бгодарова́н-||11ные 
дрьжа́ви госпоⷣства ми. и сеⷢ ради прїиде госпѡⷣствѹ ми по-||12чте́нныи и͗ вѣрныи 
властелинь гпⷭва ми че́лныⷦ вели́кыи радиⷱ, и вь-||13споменѹ моль́бнѣ госпоⷣствѹ ми, 
да си прило́жїи ѿ свои́хь сель̏ ||14 ѿ ба́щинскыиⷯ що мѹ ѥ госпѡⷣство ми записа́ли 
и̑ ѹ͗тврьди́ло прⷺжⷣе ||15 и͗ о̑д онѣ́хзи сель̏ е͗дно ѹ̑ брани́чевѹ гѡ́рню пешча́ницѹ ͗ 
сто́и гѡ́-||16рѣ стопа́ѵлꙗноⷨ. и блговолїи госпоⷣство ми проси́мое томѹ и̑-||17спль́нити. 
и тѡⷢ радѝ да́ваа зна́ти госпоⷣство ми всакомѹ́ члкъ (sic!) ||18 въ свⷣѣ́нїе како 
блгословиⷯ че́лникѹ вели́комѹ ради́чѹ, да си о͗но́-||19зи село̀ вы́ше ре́ченно пеⷲча́ницѹ 
го́рню ѹ̑ браничевѹ прило́жїи ||20 стопа́влꙗнѡⷨ ѹ стои го́рⷺ, съ всѣ́ми мегꙗ́ми и̑ 
пра́винами ||21 села̀ тѡⷢ, и͗ да га и͗ма́ю стопа́влꙗне вь вѣкы ни́кыиⷨ неѿемлѥ-||22мо, 
ѹ̑ животѹ̀ госпоⷣства ми и̑ снѡвь госпоⷣства ми. и млю ||23 е͗го́же блгоизволиⷮ бь 
136 Д. Синдик, Српске повеље у светогор­
ском манастиру Светог Павла, Мешовита 
грађа (Miscellanea), vol. 6 (Историјски инсти-
тут. Грађа, vol. 17), Belgrade 1978, 195.
137 Živojinović, Le grand čelnik, 389–390 
(note 20) and 399 (note 73).
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по мнѣ̀ сьдрьжати госпѡⷣство прѣсто́-||24ла мое́го, или ѿ снѡвь госпѡⷣства ми или 
ѿ сърѡⷣникь, и̑лѝ ||25 инѡⷢ кѡⷢ любо ѿ блгочтⷭи́выиⷯ, сїе́мѹ мое́мѹ записа́нїю не 
по-||26твореннѹ быти нь паче потврьжде́ннѹ. аще ли ктѡ̑ дръ-||27ражеⷣг (sic!) се 
завистїю дїа́волѥю, сїе запиⷭнїе госпоⷣства ми раза-||28ра́ти, тако́вааго да разориⷮ и͗ 
поразиⷮ гь бь и͗ прⷺчтⷭаа бгомти ||29 здѣ̀ и͗ вь бѹдѹ́щеⷨ вѣцѣ, и͗ да еⷭ проклеⷮ ѿ силы 
чтⷭ[н]ааго и жи-||30вотворе́щааго кртⷭа гнꙗ, и ѿ четы́ре еѵⷢлисте, и ѿ ві ||31 врьхѡвныиⷯ 
а͗пⷭль, и ѿ седьⷨдесеⷮ изьбранныиⷯ хвѣхь чени[кь] ||32 и͗ ѿ т҃ и̑ иі стїиⷯ бгонѡ́сниⷯ ѿць̑ 
никѥ̋искихь, и̑ ѿ всѣⷯ ||33 стїиⷯ иже ѿ вѣка б҃ ѹ͗го́жⷣьшїиⷯ. а̑м[инь].
||34 † МИЛО(С)ТЇЮ Б(О)ЖЇ(Е)Ю Г(ОСПОДИ)НЬ СР(Ь)БЛѤ(МЬ) ДЕСПѠТЬ 
ГЮРГЬ
SlAvic chArter no. 8
ACT OF DONATION ISSUED By THE ČELNIK RADIČ FOR THE 
MONASTERy OF ST. GEORGE WHICH HE HAD BUILT AT THE VILLAGE 
OF VRAĆEVŠNICA NEAR RUDNIK IN CENTRAL SERBIA 
6939 (September 1, 1430 – August 1, 1431), indiction 9th
Type OF THE aCT: not specified in the text.
DEsCrIpTION: The text of charter is preserved as an inscription painted on a 
pillar inside the church of St. George at the Vraćevšnica monastery which Radič 
constructed in 1431. The document was depicted in 1737 by a painter named 
Andrew Andreović, who explicitly stated in an additional note that he had copied 
the text from “an ancient chrysobull”138. 
aNaLysIs: The grand čelnik Radič donates to his church of St. George the villages 
of Gornja (Upper) and Donja (Lower) Vraćevšnica, Krasovac, Konjuša, Osjaci, 
Brestovo and Kukavlje together with half of his shares in the village of Kamenica, 
the other half being already granted to a monastery called Kastunski. After Radič’s 
death the church of St. George should also receive the village of Beluća and half 
of the villages around Obrovo in the district of Morava. The other half of these 
villages should be delivered to the church of the Annunciation. 
NOTEs: 
1. Note at the end of the text painted in 1737: приведе сѣ сеи ѿ стараго {х}рсоволѣ 
повеленїемь прѣѡсвещенаго патриарха срьбскаго кир Арсениа вь лѣто [....] мцⷭа генвара 
к꙯. пописа вьса црква благословенїемь господина епископа доситеѧ николаевикѧ 
валѣвскога трдомь и иждивенїемь игмена еромонаха михаила 1737 лѣто.
2. Note painted in 1737 on another pillar in the church: изволенїемь ѡца и са 
поспешенїемь сина и савршенїемь стⷭаго дха пописа се стⷭаꙗ и божеставна црковь 
зовемь вракевьщица храмь стⷭаго и славнаго великомченика и победоносца хⷭва 
геѡргїа ва врѣмѣ цсара карола шестаго прї блаженеишем патриарх арсению 
їѡанновїч трдомь иждивениемь игмена ѥрмонаха михаила. понови и саписа вас 
црков са братїам мцⷭа авгста ки вь лѣт(о) аѱлз. андре зографь андреовичь.
DaTINg: 6939 (September 1, 1430 – August 1, 1431), indiction 9th. The date is 
138 Милићевић, Манастири у Србији, 31–32.
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written at the end of the text: лѣто ҂ѕцлѳ, индиктиона ѳ꙯. There is no discrepancy 
between the year and the number of the indiction139.
MENTIONED DOCUMENT: Act of the despot George Branković confirming the 
properties of the čelnik Radič (що м господинь гюраги деспоть записаль  бащин). 
This undoubtedly is our act no. 1 which describes all the estates mentioned in the 
present document.
BIBLIOgrapHy: М. Živojinović, Le grand čelnik Radič, Κλητόριον in memory of 
Nikos Oikonomides, Athens–Thessalonica 2005, 393–394. See also the bibliography 
of act no. 1.
EDITIONs: М. Милићевић, Манастири у Србији, Гласник Српског ученог 
друштва 21, (Belgrade 1867), 31–33; Р. Кречковић, Манастир Враћевшница, 
Сремски Карловци 1932, 50–51; Д. Милисављевић, Враћевшница. Цртежи 
фресака (Галерија Матице српске), Novi Sad 1990 (a traced copy). A copy of the 
inscription is kept in the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts, in the so called 
Old Collection (Стара збирка) no. 409/12. On the monastery of Vraćevšnica see 
also З. Златић-Ивковић, Манастир Враћевшница, Gornji Milanovac 2015.
rEMarks: Radič’s domain, whose centre were the villages of Vraćevšnica, Rudnik, 
Beluća and Kamenica, must have disintegrated before September 1456 when despot 
George Branković and his son Lazar donated one of the two villages known as 
Vraćevšnica (село друга Вракѥвщица) to the metropolitan of Gračanica, Benedict140. 
prOsOpOgrapHy: BraNkO MILaDINOVIć who ceded to Radič the settlement of Osjaci 
in exchange for other property seems to be mentioned only in this document141.
TOpOgrapHy: 
1. For the villages of BELUća (Белча) and kaMENICa (Каменица) see entries 8.1 and 
8.3 in the topographical comment of our act no. 1 and map no. 4. 
2. For the villages of VraćEVšTICa (Вракевщица горнꙗ и Вракевщица долнꙗ), 
krasOVaC (Красоваць) and kONjUša (Конюша) see ibidem, entries 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8 
and map no. 4.
3. For the village of BrEsTOVO (Брестово) see ibidem, entry 8.9 and map no. 4. 
4. For the village of OBrOVO (Оброво) in the district along the Morava River see 
ibidem, entry 7.1 and map no. 6.
5. According to M. Milićević, the place name kUkaVLjE (Ккавлѥ) can be also 
read as Kuća Vlkanska (Ккю Вьлканск). However, this alternative reading does 
not help us at all, for none of the two names can be identified with a modern 
settlement or toponym. The only certain thing is that was located very close to 
Rudnik (кодь рдника) and featured a pub (с пивницомь) which probably provided 
a considerable income142. 
7. The monastery called kasTUNskI (манастирь Кастнски) is undoubtedly the 
monastery of Kastamonitou.
8. Based on the text, the minor settlement of OsjaCI (саселакь Осѧцї) was situated 
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139 See Grumel, La chronologie, 262–263.
140 Стојановић, Стари српски хрисовуљи, 
5–6, no. 5.
141 Cf. Ивановић, Властела државе срп–
ских деспота, 215, 298, 351 and 355.
142 Милићевић, Манастири у Србији, 31–32.
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on the Vraćevšnica River. It was ceded to Radič by a certain Branko Miladinović in 
exchange for other property and on September 6, 1456, the despot George Branković 
and his son Lazar donated it to the metropolitan of Gračanica, Benedict143. The 
settlement has vanished but, according to M. Purković and G. Škrivanić, Osjački 
Potok (i.e. the Osjaci Creek) is presently the name of the Vraćevšnica River from 
its source in the mountains around Rudnik down to the village of Vraćevšnica144 
(see map no. 4).
9. The church of the aNNUNCIaTION (частное Благовещенїе) must be the church of the 
Annunciation of the Virgin which Radič constructed near the Grabovničica River 
in the district of Rasina, i.e to the northwest of the modern town of Brus (see entry 
1 in the topographical comment of our act no. 2 and map no. 6).
TexT based on the edition of M. Milićević published in 1867:
вь дни благочастиваго и христолюбиваго деспота србски зем[....] гѡрга велики 
члникь радичь [.....]повїкь, изволен(їемь) ѿца и поспешенїемь [......] стаго 
[.........] вь име стаго [.......] победо[носца] (ге)ѡргїа [.....] ꙗже [...] ел(и)ко ем 
вьзможно бисть приложи стом храм ѿ своихь сель село вракевщиц горню 
и село вракевщицѹ долню и село красоваць, конюш и саселакь осѧцї на рецї 
вракевщици что замени  бранка миладиновика ї кодь рдника село брестово и 
кодь рдника село ккавлѥ с пивницомь и бащинами, и ѿ доловь и ѿ пола що е 
 каменице чинѣно половина, половина манастир кастнском. и еще приложи 
велики ченикь радичь стом храм великомченика христова геѡргїа ѿ своихь 
сель що м господинь гюраги деспоть за(п)исаль  бащин кадь м се смрть 
сьлчї по повеленію бжїю по неговѣ смрти село белч з дворомь и с вїноградомь 
и сь всѣмь що се к нем предрьжи, на мораве половина ѡбровскихь сель що се 
кь обров предрьжи, половина частном благовещенїю, кто се обретае  немь да 
еⷭ о немь окрмлѧ и помага. и ѿ именїѧ како есть писано  дїатез и сицевимь 
образомь теѯа велики челникь радичь да прѣбїваеть братиа  стом матїр 
колико ихь се обретаю да пребиваю обще дондеже стоить сти манастирь и да не 
бдеть межд имь ничтоже разлчено до танкихь вѣщи, до игле и до конца, и да 
ставеть межд собомь стареега кое вси соборнѣ изволе. аще ли кто дрьзнеть сіе 
више писанїе разорити или ѿ начелствемихь или ѿ сароднихь моих да м есть 
вь мѣсто помощи сты веиликомчнїкь хрвь геѡргїе спарникь на страшнемь 
испитанию хвм, молю же се стом великомченикь геѡргїѥ да ми бде млстивь 
и помощникь вь днь страшнаго испитанїа предь великимь цар всехь да избавлю 
се его ради вѣчнаго мⷹченїа. пописа же и саврьши и краси сы стⷭы божествены храм 
велики чѣлникь радичь вь имѣ стⷭаго и славнаго великомученика хрⷭва геѡргїа вь 
лѣто ҂ѕцлѳ, индиктиона ѳ꙯.
CONCLUSIONS 
The grand čelnik Radič possessed 67 villages scattered at 8 main locations: 
around Braničevo, Kučevo, Nekudim, Kruševac and Rudnik, along the Upper 
Morava River, in the district of Mačva, and in the territory to the north of the 
Sava River, which was controlled by the Hungarian king Sigismund (see acts nos. 
143 Стојановић, Стари српски хрисовуљи, 
5–6, no. 5.
144 Пурковић, Попис села, 124; шкриванић, 
Властелинство, 133 and 135.
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1 and 2). Radič donated one village, Belo Polje near Kruševac, to the Athonite 
monastery of Vatopedi (see acts nos. 5 and 6 and map no. 5), and another one, 
Gornja Peščanica, to the Athonite monastery of St. Paul (see act no. 7 and map 
no. 1). He provided a yearly subsidy of 22 litrai of silver for the monastery of 
Kastamonitou and entitled it to receive an annual income from 7 of his villages 
(see acts nos. 3 and 4). Radič also divided his shares in the mining enterprises at 
the villages of Rudnik and Kamenica in two equal parts – one for Kastamonitou 
and one for the monastery of St. George which he had built at Vraćevšnica (see 
acts nos. 3 and 8). He ordered Kastamonitou to accept and accomodate all his 
kin including his spiritual father, the metropolitan of Arilje Mark (see act no. 4). 
The Serbian general acted in this way because it was evident that his estates were 
gradually passing under Ottoman control (see act no. 2).
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PLATE 1. SLAVIC CHARTER NO. 1, VARIANT 1 (1428–1429). ORIGINAL ACT OF GEORGE BRANKOVIĆ CORROBORATING THE PROPERTy WHICH THE 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PLATE 12. SLAVIC CHARTER NO. 6 (AFTER MARCH 1432). ORIGINAL ACT OF GEORGE BRANKOVIĆ CONFIRMING THE DONATION 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































СРЕДЊОВЕКОВНИ СЛОВЕНСКИ АРХИВ СВЕТОГОРСКОГ МАНАСТИРА 
КАСТАМОНИТ
Касносредњовековни словенски архив манастира Кастамонит састоји се од 
само четири српске повеље. Све су оне у вези с великим челником Радичем, 
који је поседовао 67 села, разбацаних највећим делом у осам подручја – 
Браничево, Кучево, Некудим, Крушевац, Рудник, дуж горњег тока Мораве, 
у Мачви и на територији под влашћу угарског краља Жигмунда, северно од 
реке Саве. Радич је приложио село Бело Поље, код Крушевца, светогорском 
манастиру Ватопед, а село Горњу Пешчаницу светогорском манастиру Светог 
Павла. Он је обезбедио годишњи приход од 22 литре сребра за манастир 
Кастамонит и уступио му право на годишње приходе од седам својих села. 
Радич је такође приложио једну половину својих деоница и рударског 
постројења у насељима Рудник и Каменица манастиру Кастамонит, а другу 
половину манастиру Светог Ђорђа, који је саградио у селу Враћевшница. 
Као нови ктитор Кастамонита одредио је да манастир прихвати у братство 
његове сроднике, укључујући и духовног оца, ариљског епископа Марка, 
уколико они покажу намеру да ступе у манастир. Ови поступци знаменитог 
српског војног заповедника били су у највећој мери последица чињенице да 
су његови поседи постепено доспевали под турску власт. 
PLATE 16. SLAVIC CHARTER NO. 7 (AFTER JULy 1429). ORIGINAL ACT OF GEORGE BRANKOVIĆ CONFIRMING THE DONATION OF THE VILLAGE OF 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PLATE 20. SLAVIC CHARTER NO. 7 (AFTER JULy 1429). ORIGINAL ACT OF GEORGE BRANKOVIĆ CONFIRMING THE DONATION OF 
THE VILLAGE OF GORNJA PEŠČANICA NEAR BRANIČEVO WHICH THE ČELNIK RADIČ HAD MADE TO THE ATHONITE MONASTERy 























































































































































































































































































































































































































СРЕДЊОВЕКОВНИ СЛОВЕНСКИ АРХИВ СВЕТОГОРСКОГ МАНАСТИРА 
КАСТАМОНИТ И ДОКУМЕНТА ВЕЛИКОГ ЧЕЛНИКА РАДИЧА
Касносредњовековни словенски архив манастира Кастамонит састоји се од 
само четири српске повеље. Све су оне у вези с великим челником Радичем, 
који је поседовао 67 села, разбацаних највећим делом у осам подручја – 
Браничево, Кучево, Некудим, Крушевац, Рудник, дуж горњег тока Мораве, 
у Мачви и на територији под влашћу угарског краља Жигмунда, северно од 
реке Саве. Радич је приложио село Бело Поље, код Крушевца, светогорском 
манастиру Ватопед, а село Горњу Пешчаницу светогорском манастиру Светог 
Павла. Он је обезбедио годишњи приход од 22 литре сребра за манастир 
Кастамонит и уступио му право на годишње приходе од седам својих села. 
Радич је такође приложио једну половину својих деоница и рударског 
постројења у насељима Рудник и Каменица манастиру Кастамонит, а другу 
половину манастиру Светог Ђорђа, који је саградио у селу Враћевштица. Као 
нови ктитор Кастамонита одредио је да манастир прихвати у братство његове 
сроднике, укључујући и духовног оца, ариљског епископа Марка, уколико 
они покажу намеру да ступе у манастир. Ови поступци знаменитог српског 
војног заповедника били су у највећој мери последица чињенице да су његови 
поседи постепено доспевали под турску власт. 
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